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Political Science Students Protest Serns Tenure Decision
BY MICHAEL RAFFERTY
that very year. Serns, however, remained in the room after Serns
Political Science majors have denies that any such agreement had left, discussing what form
begun a campaing to reverse a was ever made. He point out that student reaction should take. The
decision of the department's if this agreement actually werein members of the class agreed to
Personnel Committee refusing effect, "Why didn't they fire me spread the news to other classes
Professor Charles Serns' request after my first year?"
and to express their opinions to
for a two year delay in
The individual
In conversations with
members
of the
consideration for tenure. The Heights, several senior faculty Political Science faculty.
Political
Science
Personnel members of the department
On Thursday evening, a group
Committee also recommended to indicated a reluctance to discuss of about 15 majors met with
the A&S Promotions Committee the details of the department's Moran and McGuire to make plans
that Serns not be granted tenure. decision. Prof. David Manwaring for an organized student response.
Serns had requested the expressed the opinion that the Several possible courses of action
extension to allow him to finish decisions and the reasons behind were considered by the group,
revision and publication of his them "should remain strictly ranging from traditional methods,
doctoral dissertation, which he confidential."
such as a petition, to more drastic
Manwaring did say, however, tactics, including a boycott of
completed in the spring of 1972.
while
the
Personnel Political Science courses during
Serns consulted with Dean that
Richard Huber of Boston College Committee acknowledged Serns registration later this week. Both
Law School on the legitimacy of to be an excellent teacher, "the Moran and McGuire discouraged
the extension request. "Dean department had to make a choice boycott
attempts,
however.
Huber assured me," Serns said between teaching ability and Moran argued that "we have to
"that on a procedural level, the scholarly research." Manwaring stay on a rational level to be at all
extension was' legitimate," but added that "our goals wouldn't be effective."
that it must be agreed to by the served by stalling for two years."
The group did agree that a large
Prof. Robert Scigliano told The scale meeting with as many majors
Department's 'Personnel
Heights that "it will be very hard as possible was necessary. The
Committee.
On Monday, November sth, to replace Prof. Serns." But time for this meeting was set for
Serns received a letter from Scigliano added that he believes Monday afternoon. It was further
David * I.owenthal, "the requiring of publications to decided to solicit letters of
Professor
Chairman of the Political Science be valid as evidence of an active support for Serns from alumni
Department, informing him of the search for knowledge" on the part who had taken his courses.
The of a professor.
Finally, the' group drafted a
Committee's
decision.
Committee vote on the extension
The department's decision petition in support of Serns. The
request was, according to the proved unpopular with many petition, which will only include
Science
majors, Political Science majors, will urge
letter, "negative." Lowenthal's Political
letter further stated that the particularly upperclassmen who "the Political Science Personnel
Committee was recommending to have taken courses with Serns. Committee to undertake a formal
the A&S Promotions Committee POi.'iical
Science Department reconsideration of the decision
that Serns not be given tenure.
Student Representative James regarding : 1, the extension of the
Departmental criticism of Serns .Moran described the decision as probation period; and 2, the
centered around the absence of "regretable
from \u25a0 the recommendation for tenure."
any notable publications in the undergraduate point "of view.'We
On Friday at 12 noon, still
five years he has been at BC. are losing' a truly outstanding another meeting of about 20
Frank
University Statutes place great professor."
McGuire, majors was held, this time to
stress on publications as evidence Moran*s fellow Student Rep, told discuss the procedural steps that
of scholarly research when The Heights that in student the Serns case would take on the
considering a candidiate for evaluations conducted last spring, College level and in what ways
Serns had received "outstanding student influence would be most
tenure.
Serns' response to the lack of scores in every category."
effective.
A meeting of Political Science
Several students stressed the
publication charge has been that
he spends an extraordinary majors was scheduled for Monday need for tight organization of any
amount of time advising students, afternoon at 4 pm in McGuinn efforts made in Serns' behalf. A
with regards to both courses and Auditorium. This meeting was the
pre-law advisement. In addition, latest in a series of strategy
Serns said, "while you are sessions to take place since the

.

working on a dissertation, you
can't be doing research on a
publication."
One faculty member told The
Heights that Serns originally came
here six year's ago under the
agreement that Serns' doctoral
dissertation would be completed

department'sdecisionwas revealed
to students
Serns last
by
Wednesday. At the end of his 10
am Legislative Process class, Serns
informed the students of the
contents of Lo wendial's letter.
The
class, \u25a0 consisting
of
students,
approximately
40

,

Professor Charles Serns: Effective teaching vs.

by Maglione.

scholarly research, Photo

parallel was drawn between the meeting,

chaired
by
UGBC
Serns case and that of Dr. Edward Executive Assistant Stephen Fix,
Reynolds of the Psychology that any student effc.-* in Serns'
Department last year. Reynolds, behalf be carried out under the
like Serns, was considered an leadership of a small number of
extremely capable instructor of students and that their influence
undergraduate courses and was be channeled toward the members
very popular among students. But of
the
College Promotions
he, also like Serns, had a poor Committee. It was further
record of publications.
suggested that students "prepare a
Student response in the comprehensive written argument
be
Reynolds case was, however, as to
presented
to
the
one student put it, "an uproar Committee" in
addition to
that got nowhere," with little or individual letters and the petition.
Moran stressed, however, that
no organization.
Students who had talked with efforts to bring about a reversal of
A&S Dean Thomas O'Malley the
Political
Science
reported to the meeting that Department's decision should not
O'Malley
had indicated
a be abandoned. Moran told The

willingness to discuss the Serns
case with students. As Dean,
O'Malley has a seat on the A&S
Promotions Committee, the next
step on the tenure ladder after the
Department
Personnel
Committee. The students decided
to meet with O'Malley at noon
Monday.
It was suggested at this

Heights that in his formal
response to Lowenthal, he would
request "reconsideration of the
extension issue," with greater
emphasis "given to teaching and
advisement performance. We have
to stress the petition drive to
show the department the amount
of student support for Prof.

Serns.''

AAB Prepares Final Report

Board is preparing to present.
BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
Council."
The Aca*demic Advisory Board
Fix said that the report will
Regarding tenure, the Board
of Undergraduate Government of begin with a Goals Statement. He will recommend "procedures
Boston College, meeting at a explained this as "the students' requiring
more rigorous and
weekend conference, Nov. 9-11, view of the purposes and goals of frequent
evaluation on the
at Shadowbrook, Lenox Mass., the University. It is especially departmental level of faculty
is
also
It
formulated proposals on a wide important in this year of academic performance."
range of academic issues facing planning to state clearly what we considering the role of teaching
the BC Community.
believe the University should be vs. research in the granting of
Fix doing and to indicate to what tenure.
Stephen
Chairman
described the AAB report, which extent our tradition and present
In the area of the Core, the
he hopes to release to the resources blend together to define
plans to talk about the
Board
of
stated
purposes."
community by
the week
these
He further
and the reasons for the
nature
of
December 3, as "a comprehensive that "the Board hopes that this failure of the Core in the past. It
goals
introductory
academic
statement
of
affairs at
study of
is preparing to recommend that a
Boston College, which suggests and priorities will provide an
larger emphasis be put on the
goals, priorities, and reforms." Fix underlying philosophy for the
interdisciplinary nature of liberal
of
the
Board."
Heights
that he hopes recommendations
told The
study in the Core.
Those recommendations cover arts
that the report will receive the
The members of the Academic
serious attention of "University such area as tenure, the Core, the
the Advisory Board are: Margaret
bodies which would be able to Undergraduate Program,
implement the recommendations relationship of Graduate to Diamond, Edward Dunn, Stephen
of the report ranging from the Undergraduate Programs, student Fix, Thomas Flynn, Carol Hamill,
Board of Trustees down to the caucuses, the role of small Michael Jackson, Michael Kerr,
departments. We would expect departments, advisement, and Chester Labedz, Richard Malone,
that, the report would be of accelerations
of the normal John Marenghi, John McDonough,
AAB Chairman Stephen Fix discusses Affected Departments. Photo by particular
interest
to
the program. Fix elaborated on some Stephen Nadeau, Paul O'Malley,
Maglione.
Academic Planning of the recommendations the and Josephine Ursini.
University
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Film Board presents Forbidden
Games, a French anti-war film,
Nov. 19
7:00 and 9:00 pm in McGuinn
Transcendental Meditation Auditorium. Tickets available in Interviewing: Krannut Graduate
Lecture Murray Conference Ticket Booth, McElroy foyer.
School of Industrial
Administration from Purdue
Science Fiction club meeting, Room, 7:30 pm.
Soccer: BC vs. Holy Cross. 8 pm. University will be interviewing
McElroy 1 14, 7:00 pm.
Cancer Movie: Movie and Home.
students from BC in Alumni Hall.
Contact the Placement Office.
discussion on Self Breast
Examination for Cancer. Cheverus Important meeting for Black
Lounge, 7:30 pm. Sponsored by Graduate Students, Faculty, and Nursing Student Senate sponsors a
the School of Nursing Community Staff to discuss financial aid, bake sale, McElroy Foyer, 11 :00
Health Department.
foundation grants and graduate am-2:00 pm.
programs. The meeting will take
Free Wine and Cheese Party for all place at 194 Parker St., Newton Black Forum meeting. Gushing
Special Ed. Graduate Students, Centre at 8 pm. For further 001, 7:30 pm.
3-4:30 pm in the Graduate information, contact Dr. Charles
Nov. 14 today
Student Lounge_.in the basement Smith, Campion 205 D, 969-0100, Tae Kwon Do, Campion
Price Waterhouse & Company. of Campion. Bring a friend and x2208.
Auditorium, 7:00 pm.
get high before or after class.
Staff Accountant.
Kundalini Yoga, McGuinn sth
PULSE meeting, Murray House, The Jewish Student Alliance will
Floor Lounge, 7:00 pm.
present a discussion on The
7:00 pm.
Mideast Crisis today at 4:30-6:30
Transcendental Meditation,
Cultural Committee presents pm in the sth floor lounge in
McGuinn 3rd Floor Lounge, 7:30
pm.
TIME-LIFE History Series Film a McGuinn. Main speakers will be
factual film account of American Prof. Edward Knox of the History
History. 7:00 pm in McGuinn Department and Prof. Jack Porter
Storytellers: Arturo Arias, Chris
Saturday, Nov. 17
of the Theology Department.
Bullock, David Gioia and Carla
Auditorium.
Football: BC vs. Syracuse, 1:30 Tomaso. BU's SON Auditorium,
Le Cercle Francais presents Psychology Majors: pm. Away.
635 Comm. Aye., 8:00 pm.
JACQUES YUART, Chansonnier Organizational meeting for
Francais, performing the works of Departmental Sub-Committees at Transcendental Meditation
several modern French composers
4:15 pm in the third floor lounge, Lecture, McGuinn 3rd Floor Sociology Majors: If you haven't
and poets, O'Connell Grand Hall, McGuinn.
completed the form for majors in
Lounge, 9:00 am-5:30 pm.
8:00 pm.
one of your classes, please come
Forum: The Truth About the Chinese Student Club party, to McGuinn 417.
Mass. PIRG meeting, McElroy Food Crisis/How To Run the Murray House, 6:00 pm.
New Fine Arts Course: FA 220
Economy, sponsored by the U.S.
114,7:30 pm.
Labor Party, at 143 Harvard Aye., Film Board: See previous listing. Picasso T TH 9:00 am. The
US Senator Daniel K. Inouye will Allston, at 7:30 pm.
innovative genius of Picasso will
speak in the Ballroom at Brandeis
Folk Music Concert: Featuring be studied in relation to the
University tonight at 8 pm.
David Jones and Friends tonight artist's life and as a source of
pm
at 8
at
the First many of the major art movements
Congregational Church,
Stylus meeting: 1:00 pm in
11 in the first half of the 20th
McElroy 112. The Silver Age is
Garden St., Cambridge. S2 century. For further information
please contact Prof. John Baker,
admission.
behind us; let us get on with the
Lyons 4-3, ext. 2626.
Golden.
Resident Fellow Program film The
House, by Louis A. VanGasteren,
7:30 pm in Loyola Lounge, 9:15
pm in Hillside A lecture room.

Monday, Nov. 12
314 Forum: Richard Hughes
speaking on Campus Moods:
Where have we been? Where are
we going? Who are we? Haley
House , 4 30-6 :00 pm.

Refreshments.

:

Interviewing: Coopers
Lybrand, staff accountants.

and

Kundalini Yoga, McGuinn sth
Floor Lounge, 7:00 pm.
Black Forum
001,7:30 pm.

meeting, Cushing

Kwon Do, Campion
Auditorium, 7:00 pm.

Tae

O'Connell Film Freaks: Bye Bye
Birdie, O'Connell Hall, 7:00 pm.
Four young poets: Mary Baures,
Roberta Goldshlag, Judith
Mandelbaum and James Morgan.
BU's SON Auditorium, 635
Comm. Aye, 8:00 pm.

Tuesday, Nov. 13
Interviewing: Coopers & Lybrand.
Johnson & Atwater. Staff
Accountants. Regional

Labor Party, 295 Huntington
Aye., Room 207, at 12:30 pm.

Yoga in Campion Faculty Lounge,
7 pm.

Monday,

Wednesday,

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Blood Drive: November 12-16, 10
am-3:45 pm. Resident Student
Lounge. GIVE!

Friday, Nov. 16

Administrator of National Banks.
Forum: The Truth About the
Food Crisis/How to Run the
Economy, sponsored by the U.S.
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Sub-varsity football: BC
Dartmouth, 1:30 pm. Home.

Thursday, Nov. 15

vs.

Haskins & Sells,
Staff accountants. Peter

Interviewing:
CPA.

Interviewing: Haskins & Sells,
Bent
CPA, Staff Accountants.

Sunday, Nov. 18

Student Performer? If you sing,
play any instrument (in a group or
solo), dance or give dramatic
readings, please register in the

Brig ham Hospital,
interviewing for nurses. S.D. O'Connell Flicks: The Harder Office of Student Activities,
Fall and African Queen. McElroy 141. We are trying to get
Cultural Committee and Chess Club meeting. McElroy 14, Leidesdorf & Company, CPA. They
a list of available student talent on
Humanities Series present Carol 6 pm.
Staff accountants for Audit Dept. O'Connell Hall, 7:30 pm.
campus. Help us by filling in the
Firestone, field auditing.
Beckwith on Zen in Chinese
Scuba Club meeting, Murray registration forms and leaving a
Calligraphy, 10:00 am-4:00 pm in 14 Flicks presents M starring
Peter
message for Renee Rubin.
Romance Language Department Conference Room, 4:00 pm.
McElroy Foyer.
Lorre, Fulton 41 2, 7 pm.
party, Murray House, 6:00 pm.
Eat lunch with a potpourri of film Civilization with Sir Kenneth
characters at Murray House Clark. Tonight ROMANCE AND Cultural Committee and
12:00 noon.
REALITY, Campion 001, 7 pm. Humanities Series present VALE Dealers In High
Grade Groceries 1922 Beacon Street
RUSSIAN CHORUS in concert,
Foreign and Domestic Liquors
PULSE meeting, Murray House PULSE Social, Murray
Tel. LOngwood 6-5588
House Campion Auditorium, 8:00 pm.
Brighton, Mass.
4:30-6:00 and 7:00-9:00 pm.
7:30 pm.
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RESERVOIR PROVISION CO.

1928 Beacon St., Cleveland Circle
Layer-Cut Styling
$2.50 for BC Students with this ad.
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For Information
Write to:
VOCATION CENTER
Cor Jesu Terrace
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folk
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Jazz

7 nights
0ne Night OnlyMon.,Nov. 12?Chris Rhodes Band MWUflBM
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1239 Commonwealth Ave., ALLSTON near Harvard St.
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WORK OVERSEAS
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Higher pay, no taxes, travel to Australia^Europe,
So and Central America, Africa and So. East Asia
Write

for

our brochure:

WORLDWIDE STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES
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LSAT

REVIEW COURSE
1

Extensive 20-Hour Review for December 5 LSAT
Taught by Attorneys

IT WILL HELP

This course has been in operation since 1967 and is the
most effective means of preparation for the LSAT. Ask
students at your school who have taken this course their
opinions or call us with your questions.

Register now - $85 tuition (total cost)

Classes begin Wed. Nov. 28. 1973
7 to 11 p.m., Parker House, Boston
For information call 262-9161 (Boston)
(413) 256-6072 (Amherst)

LSAT Review Course
419 Boylston Street
Room 312
Homom. MA 021 16

THE HEIGHTS

UAS

Postpones
BMYARF
K OGARTY

The

University Academic
Senate, at its November 5
meeting, adopted resolutions to
install lighting in four areas of the
campus, and formed committees
to investigate
distribution of
graduate school financial aid, the
parking problem, and the future
student body size.
In addition, the UAS elected
five members to the Conduct
Board and one to the Appeals
Board. Committees on the

Judicial Code, Common Freshman
and Minority Education,

year,

expected to report at the meeting,

November 12, 1973

Judicial Code, Common Freshman Year

all delayed their reports until the
next meeting, to be held
December 5.
At the student caucus prior to
the meeting, Steve Nadeau,
chairman of the caucus, asked
UAS member Jim Yukevich to
resign. Last spring, students
elected fifteen persons to fill only
fourteen spots, and Yukevich
finished 15th in the balloting.
Yukevich, however, refused to
resign and said he would protest
the election.
University president J. Donald
Monan, S.J., presenting the first
report at the meeting, reported

that the Executive Committee
had, since Round Hills, appointed
members for a committee on
tenure applicability, and a
committee

to

study the UAS

itself.

The Senate voted unanimously
to elect five members to the
Conduct Board: Thomas Wangler,
Associate Dean of A&S, Rebecca
Valette of the Romance
Languages Department, Paul
Lewis of the School of
Management, Joseph Sullivan of
the Mathematics Department, and
Richard Stephens of the
Philosophy Department. In

addition, UAS members elected
Mary Griffin of the School of
Education to the Appeals Board.
The Academic Affairs
committee, which had been
deliberating on making the
Council for Liberal Education a
part of the UAS, recommended
that no change be made in the
CLE at this time. The committee
on a Common Freshman Year
stated that their report was
completed, but not yet
distributed to UAS members, so
they would defer presenting their

report until Senate members had
had a chance to study it. The
committees on Minority
Education and the Judicial Code
also delayed their reports until the
December 5 meeting. Dean
Richard Huber of the Law School,
chairman of the Judicial Code
committee, said that members of
his committee wanted further
discussion of the Code, which had
been expected to be submitted to
the Senate at the meeting.
After a long discussion and
several proposed amendments, the

Senate adopted a Community
Affairs committee resolution to
form an action committee to
"examine the distribution of
amounts

UAS Student Senator Jim Moran addresses the University Academic Senate at its meeting last Wednesday
night. Photo by Saracino.

A&S Promotions Comm. Elected

.

BY JOHN MCDONOUGH
Elections were held for the
Promotions Committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences on
Nov. 1 and 2. Elected to the
Committee were: Prof. Leonard
Casper, English; Prof. Michael
Mann, Economics; Prof. Richard
Mcßrien,
Theology; and Prof.
James Skehan, Geology.
The Committee is awaiting final
departmental decisions on tenure
and promotions before beginning
full deliberations. A&S Dean
Thomas P. O'Malley told The
Heights that he expects tenure
decisions this year to be "no
tougher" than those last year.
(Last year only two A&S faculty
were granted tenure.)
When asked whether candidates
for tenure who are not up or out
this year would be considered
equally with those who are,
O'Malley replied, "anyone (who is
not up or out) would have to be

quite extraordinary" in order to
receive a positive recommenda-

Dennis Taylor-English

Rein Uritam-Physics
tion.
F.J. Vanßeeck-Theology
The following persons are being
William Yoels-^Sociology
considered for tenure in the
College of Arts and Sciences this
year:
(* indicates that the candidate
BY STEVE FISCHER
is not up or out)
Over 100 students and faculty
Ali Banuazizi?Psychology
David Gill-Classics*
from several Massachusetts State
disrupted a
press
Julien Hennefeld-Mathematics Colleges
conference called by the State
Linda Holstrom-Sociology*
College Board of Trustees last
Alan Lawson?History
Thursday to announce the Agenda
Jean Lozinski-Fine Arts
sweeping
Renewal, "a
Harvey Margolis? Mathematics for
planning blueprint to guide the
Andrejs Plakans-History
State
College
Betty Rahv-Romance Massachusetts
System through 1980."
Languages
The students and faculty,
Charles Serns?Political Science
primarily from Boston State,
Jolane Solomon?Biology*
Theodore Steemen-Theology Westfield, and Lowell, contended
plan
the
would be
Richard Stevens-Philosophy* that
to
the
quality of
detrimental
Subrahmanyam
Vishnubhotla
education within the state system
-Chemistry
because of its emphasis upon
Cecil Tate-English
designing curricula in accordance

Boston Approves Reservoir Petition
BYBRENNAN
JOHN
The Boston Board of Appeal
has approved the University's
request for permission to build a
nine story dormitory on the lower
campus. However, the approval
included a proviso that the plans
be submitted to the Boston
Redevelopment Authority for
their approval prior to the
beginning of construction.
Sibley Smith, BRA liaison to
the Board of Appeal, told The
Heights that the Board's approval
had been made on the basis of
preliminary designs presented by
the College, and that no new plans
had been received by the Board.
He said the BRA'sjob was mainly
one of "design review" and that
most of the matters relating to the
engineering and effects of the
structure had already been
considered in the Board's report.

3

If there were any radical changes concerned apartment dwellers in
in the plans, however, Smith said and around the area near BC, has
the BRA would be empowered to expressed concern that Boston
investigate them. He added that College will seek additional
stipulations such as this were interim housing in Brighton if
"quite common."
Reservoir is completed behind
In a letter to HUD
Boston College has- delayed schedule.
next week's Heights)
(reprinted
in
planned construction of the
maintain: "Boston
the
Tenants
attempt
in
an
to
secure
Reservoirs
had little
historically
has
College
government funding for the
community
project from the Department of contact with the local
it wanted more
Housing and Urban Development, except when
given (its)
space
housing
and has not planned to begin
to meet
construction until spring of 1974. historic inability
what are
deadlines,
construction
preliminary
plans
and
Although
new
intentions
if
the
their
designs have been drawn up, the
dormitory isn't ready at the
College has recently hired an
And, as an
architect, Brian Massey, of Design proposed time?
institution,
Research
in Cambridge, increasingly upperclass
Boston College done for
apparently to work further on the what has
the working people and long-time
plans for the dorms.
residents of Allston-Brighton
The Allston-Brighton Tenants lately to deserve any positive
Union, an organization of response?"

...

.

and probability of
support
for graduate
students .. and to make policy
recommendations to ensure
equity in future distributions of
graduate student funds by
program." A second amendment,
setting up an action committee to
study student population size in
the future, was adapted with no

discussion.

Robert
chairman

with

Braunreuther S.J.,
the Security

of

committee, presented the report of
his committee, which included
three recommendations
subsequently made into
resolutions and adopted by the
UAS. The first called for the
completion of a lighting plan

presently being implemented by
Physical Plant.
The plan would install lighting
in four areas on campus: 1)
McGuinn and Carney Halls by
Beacon Street; 2) the area
between Cushing. Fulton, Higgins,
and Devlin Halls; 3) by the side of
Devlin Hall facing Lyons Hall; and
4) the stairway by Higgins Hall.
The other adopted resolutions
called for an "education to
security" for members of the
community, and an action
committee to study the problem
of parking. The report termed
parking a "right" for commuting
students, and a "privilege" for
resident students.
James A. Daly, director of
Safety and Security, spoke on the
parking situation. He noted that
there were 2,653 parking spaces
available on campus, and that an
average of 3700 cars daily use BC
parking spaces. Daly also noted
that 900 resident student stickers
have been issued, or over one
third of the available spaces.

UAS member Steve Nadeau
proposed two resolutions dealing
with the library, which he said
had been adopted last semester by
the UAS but had produced no
results. Nadeau agreed to

withdraw the resolutions when
assured that the office of the
senior vice president, Charles
Donovan, S.J., would look into
them.

effort. In

an attachment to the
the Faculty Advisory
Commission to the Board of
Trustees claimed that the plan
"represents too few new ideas or
and
specific
directions
simultaneously attempts to overly
centralize control of programs and
procedures already in existence in
the
State College System."
Although the Agenda establishes
procedures for creating new
innovative educational approaches degree programs and majors and
and their opposition to the faculty initiated projects, all must
administration of Boston State endure an extensive system of
President Kermit Morrissey.
bureaucratic approval before they
The Agenda itself does not can be accepted.
establish specific programs or
The Agenda also calls for the
policies for the eleven state establishment of a Task Force on
"develop
colleges, but rather dictates Tenure
to
guidelines for the system as a recommendations for additional
whole and expects the various major reforms of this system."
colleges to operate within their The report warns that new
context. The plan provides for policies must be developed to
several new proposals for the prevent the state's system from
system, however, designed to becoming too "tenured-in," and
expand student access to state claims
that
"without
the
colleges, improve the quality of imposition of some reasonable
strengthen
education,
the restraint, many of the State
faculties, and create learning Colleges will be virtually 100
alternatives. Proposals include percent tenured by the close of
improved transfer programs for the decade."
plan's
The
college
community
students, commitment to
Affirmative
"outreach programs" to recruit Action guidelines for minority
minorities, various systems of hiring will, according to the
continued education, new tenure students, result in more women
minority
policies, and a task force on and
members in
graduate education.
part-time positions, which will
But students and faculty groups "only reinforce the racist and
claim that the plan will cripple sexist policy" of the colleges.
The students learn that the
liberal arts departments by its
emphasis on vocational education cases of those Boston State
and restrict the autonomy of faculty members issued terminal
individual institutions by its contracts were presently before
attempts to centralize the state the system's Personnel Board for
system to reduce duplication of review.

employment
projected
conditions in the Commonwealth.
The disruption of the conference
was but one of a series of actions
by Boston State students to
demonstrate their opposition to
the Agenda for Renewal and to
demand that two faculty members
issued terminal contracts earlier
this year be rehired with tenure.
Students claim that the two
professors were fired for their

Agenda,

ANALYSIS
Mr. Nixon Toughs It Out
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"Mr. Nixon is like a bear dancing on a greased floor; the wonder
is that he still stays on his feet. The performance cannot go on
much longer. The question is when and how it will be ended, and
how much damage will be done to the country in the process."
?The New Republic

The Crises Mount The Clamor Deepens

BY BERNARD BELLON
President Nixon's situation became increasingly
desperate last week, casting grave doubts on his
prospects for "toughing out" the next six months.
In addition to the mounting pressure from newspapers,
magazines, and Congresspeople for Nixon to step down,
several developments during the week could only be viewed as harbingers of his impeachment or forced resigna-

tion. These included;

1) Reports, later confirmed by former Attorney
General Klcindienst, that Nixon had directly intervened
illegally in the anti-trust suit in 1971. According to The
New York Times, Nixon aide John Ehrichman called
Kleindienst in mid-1971, asking him to withhold a
government appeal which would have been detrimental to
ITT's case for merging with a Hartford-based insurance
company. Kleindienst declined. Nixon then telephoned
Kleindienst, called him a "vulgar name" and exclaimed,
"Don't you understand the English language!" Nixon
then barked an order to his Attorney General to delay the
appeal. Nixon backed off only when Kleindienst
threatened to resign, according to the former Attorney
General. Subsequently, the case was dropped, and ITT
donated $400,000 to Nixon's 1972 convention.
2) Columnist Joseph Kraft, writing in New York,
claimed that, "The true source of worry for the White
House [which prompted the firing of Watergate Special
Prosecutor Archibald Cox] was that the Watergate investigation had turned up evidence pointing to criminal
action by President Nixon and his closest associates, including Bebe Rebozo." One such case is the "Milk Scandal," in which Nixon supposedly increased milk price
supports in 1971 in return for huge re-election contributions from the major milk producers. "One of the
milk producers," Kraft stated, "has been indicted by a
federal grand jury in Little Rock for illegal cash contributions. Abundant signs indicate that the prosecution
has been working on him and others. An extortion case
against Nixon himself could be in the offing."
3) At his press conference two weeks ago, Nixon
directly evaded a question concerning the nature of an illegal $100,000 donation from Howard Hughes through

Nixon's best friend, Bebe Rebozo.
4) Two days before his dismissal, Prosecutor Cox
agreed to let John W. Dean 111 "cop a plea" (i.e. plead
guilty to a single count of obstructing justice) in exchange
for Dean's total cooperation with the prosecution,
thereby increasing the veracity of Dean's charges that
Mr. Nixon participated in and supervised the Watergate

cover-up.

5) Massachusetts Senator Edward Brooke, a
Republican, called for Nixon's resignation on national
television on Sunday, Nov. 4. A public opinion poll placed support for the Nixon regime at 27%. This figure included an all-time low approval rating of 17% for the
period since the "Saturday night massacre" of Cox,
Richardson, and Ruckleshaus.
As this evidence of his political crimes mounts, Nixon's survival as President becomes progressively less likely. From everything we have to go on at this point, the
prosecutions forthcoming from the various
scandal investigations will inevitably raise even more doubts about
the Nixon regime's abidance with the Constitution and
"law of the land." At the same time, what can only be
viewed as the on-going cover-up of the scandals?the
declared "non-existence" of the two tapes; the refusal to
provide prosecutors with documents related
to
Watergate, ITT, and milk scandals; the elimination of
the Special Prosecutor-erodes not only the President's
public support but also the U.S. constitional system. Lest
the crisis reach a breaking point. Mr. Nixon'sresignation
at this lime would best reflect his oft-stated "concern for
the national interest."

BY ADRIAN TAYLOR
Amid the increasing demands for the resignation of
President Richard M. Nixon, segments of the nation's
news media have called for the President to step down
from his office as the first major move in what should be
a thorough house-cleaning in Washington.
Even Howard K. Smith, a right-of-cenler coanchorman on the ABC Evening News, called for the
President to resign while millions of Americans choked
on iheir dinners. Nowhere were the Shockwaves of
Smith's pronouncement felt more than in the While
House itself, where Smith was quickly summoned to explain his actions.
During all three of Nixon's bids for the Presidency,
Time Inc.. in the pages of Life magazine, editorially endorsed him. In the November 12 issue of Time magazine,
those same editors called for his resignation. "We consider the situation so unprecedented, the issue so
critical," they stated, "that we publish this first editorial
in Time's 50-year history.
"Richard Nixon and the nation have passed the tragic
point of no return." the Time editorial began. "It seems
likely that the President will have to give up his office: he
has irredeemably lost his moral authority, the confidence
of most of the country, and therefore his ability to govern

The cynical New Republic piece suggests that Nixon
heed the words he used in accepting Vice President Spiro
Agnew's resignation. "Those noble sentiments are
worthy of emulation by Mr. Nixon. His resignation, we
believe, is the course that would best reflect 'concern for

the national interest.' "
..effectively."
In judging the man who might someday succeed NixTime cited specifically actions and events "that the
word Watergate no longer defines or contains" as on, the editors of The New Republic see Gerald Ford in a
reasons for Nixon to pass the reins of government to different light than do their counterparts at Time. "Rep.
another, more effective leader. They include: the resigna- Gerald Ford would not be any discerning citizen's first
tion of Vice President Agnew, the indictment of former choice among Republicans as Mr. Nixon's
cabinet members and top advisors, the "atmosphere of successor
Mr. Ford should tell us now whom he
aggressive amorality" that "pervaded" the White House would nominate as his Vice President should he succeed
and"the ruthless determination (of administration of- Mr. Nixon. The country doesn't need any more sur-

...

ficials) to hide as much as possible from the public and
investigators."
In Time's plea for the "true power of popular government under law" to be returned to the United States, the
editors made clear their support for Congressman Gerald
Ford (R-Mich.) as Vice President and as an "unmistakable improvement over the grievously wounded
Nixon. With Henry Kissinger's help," Time went on to
say, "Ford should be able to carry on the basically sound
Nixon policies."
The New Republic, in the November 10 issue, also asked the President to step down in an editorial entitled,
"Exit Nixon."
"It is the beginning of the end." the editorial states.
"Mr. Nixon is like a bear dancing on a greased floor; the
wonder is that he is still on his feet. The performance cannot go on much longer."

prises."
The first paragraph of a New York Times editorial on
November 4 read:
"The visible disintegration of President Nixon's moral
and political authority, of his capacity to act as Chief Executive, of his claim to leadership and his credibility leads
us to the reluctant conclusion that Mr. Nixon would be
performing his ultimate service to the American
people -and to himself?by resigning his office ..."
The Times charged Nixon with giving his approval, "at
least twice" to "projects that would violate the law and
his oath of office." They included a 1970 plan, which was
later rescinded, that would have included "illegal acts"
against "domestic radicals." It also involved the establishment of a "White House investigative unit, the
notorious 'plumbers' ..."
Other charges leveled related to scandals involving the
Nixon cabinet and administrative officials, his
"astonishing conduct with regard to the Watergate
tapes" and his "firing of Archibald Cox."
In summation The Times writes:
"At best, the nation faces three years of a crippled
The one last great service that Mr. Nixon
Presidency
can now perform for his country is to resign. He has been
trying to 'tough it out' for too long at too great a cost to
the nation ... As long as he clings to office, he keeps the
Presidency swamped in a sea of scandal and the
American public in a morass of concern and confusion.
I he slate ol the union requires nothing less than a change
in the \oit\ state of the Presidency.':'
Following Nixon's unsuccessful run for the governorship of California in 1962. he told a press gathering
that they wouldn't "have DicK Nixon to kick around
anymore." Now,, in 1973. Richard Nixon is sitting in the
While House and remains very much in politics. With his
political future very much in doubt, the American press
continues to rails together to provide that one last "kick"
that could yon well lead to a change in command in
\\ nshinuiiin

..
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Food Co-ops: Slave Labor?
BYJOPSM
E.H cDONOUGH

As world food production continues to collapse, more
and more desperate individuals will be seeking "alternatives" to the rising cost of eating. In the face of this
wholesale collapse, food co-operatives, panhandled as a
means of "beating the system" by bypassing the
"middlemen," are being organized across the country.
The juvenile fantasy of a "conspiracy" to secure food
behind the back of a rapacious capitalism-in-declineis all
the more ludicrous when held up against the slave labor
reality of such a venture, and the proto-fascist "strength
through joy" mentality which engenders it.
According to an article in The Real Paper (October 17,
1973) one food co-op in Boston "has been doing so well
that it has ... the chance, the volume and the resources
to move into a full-scale supermarket operation." A
supermarket staffed by whom? Most likely, this counterculture supermarket would be staffed by the evergrowing numbers of "anti-materialist" middle class
youth, demoralized by the current world depression into
believing that they are useless surplus human beings. The
current economic crisis has put a great number of college
graduates into the streets with no hope of obtaining
employment comparable to their education, at least not
under present conditions. As teaching jobs are abolished
in I'avor of "work-study" for school age children, as
scientific and every other kind of research grinds to a
halt, more and more collegegrads must face diminishing
employment prospects.
Ihe worldwide cconoim is spiralling into collapse.
Real production is stagnating: prices are climbing out of
reach: the underdeveloped nations, caught in the squeeze.
are being crushed to death, cither through starvation
(Africa and India) or through intensive slave labor
schemes (Brazil). But the depression is not just in the underdeveloped nut ions. Capitalist gambling on the commodity' markets has '"inflated food costs and is on the
brink of destroying the system of food production. As the
bottom falls out of the commodity market, farmers,
whose debt burden is staggering, are being forced into
bankruptcy. The result, already being felt in the food
processing industry, will be tremendous food shortages in
the stores. That is. workers will not find expensive food,
they will find no food to put on their tables.
ANOMIE VS. ALIENATION
The problem is. how do people understand what is
happening to them, and so, how are they in a position to
do anything? The bourgeois understanding of the
problem facing workers is anomie?moral breakdown,
social chaos, etc., verbalized as a lack of "meaningful
labor," dehumanization of the workplace, and so forth.
This view, which pits the individual against a society in
crisis, merely reinforces the bourgeois notion of individuals as individuals, and society as an aggregation of
individuals. The proposed solutions, based on this understanding of social processes, have disastrous consequences for the human race, as we shall see.
Marxist analysis locates social breakdown as symptomatic and related to economic-political collapse. It is
rooted in Marx's definition of alienation. This is not the
"alienation" dreamed up by so-called Marxist scholars,
the "alienation" which means that the worker is being
cheated by a greedy boss. Rather, Marx's definition of
alienation is an expression of the alienation of the entire
working class. In this sense, labor is the creative expression of the working class, the ability to alter nature to
create the conditions for the working class to reproduce
itself on an expanded scale. When the ruling class and the
particular economic processes of capitalism direct labor
into non-productive and wasteful channels, as they are
today, the working class as a whole has become alienated
from its product and its historical role. It's this understanding of social and political process that makes it
possible for the revolutionary to have a positive
relationship to changing reality rather than hiding inside
anomie "little me" stamping the feet and arranging a little nest of counterculture "institutions."
In depression conditions, when real production is grin-

ding to a halt and the standard of living declining, thereis
only one solution?to unite the entire working class to
take over the economy and run it ourselves, reindustrializing the economy to produce an expanding standard of living for the whole world population. Any other
ways out? Only one?cooperation and submission to one
form or another of austerity, a continued decline in living
standards and ultimately the destruction of the human
race.

PRODUCERS OR CONSUMERS?
In bourgeois society, students see themselves as consumers, not producers. Or at best, notas producers of
socially useful goods but as providers of necessary services to working people?teachers, doctors, nurses, etc.
In most cases, if students see any future for themselves,
they see themselves falling into a variety of paperpushing, socially unnecessary jobs?clerks, accountants,
managers, etc. With this prospect, how can students
regard themselves other than as consumers?essentially
parasites, consuming as the only function of their existence.
In a depression, students blame their parasitical consumerism for worsening conditions, and transfer their
consumerisl self view to the working class also. The guilt
of their misunderstanding their role in society leads
students to demand that standards of living be cut back
to "solve" the problems of the depression?"let us share
the poverty." The personal solution is often escape,
through mysticism, a return to primitive styles of living
(mimicking Nazi sociologist J.W. Ludowicki's recommendation thai "the solution is to be found in returning all
labor lo the land"), through negating the self in liberal
do-gooderactivities, through immersing oneself in education for its own sake?a kind of nostalgia for the old days
when there was a productive role in society for an
educated individual.
The depression is, in this view, due to society's
parasitical nature. So the alternative is to stop consuming. "We are consuming too much. Things have
gotten too complicated. We must get back to our roots."
The "complications" are the advanced needs of an advanced society. "Going back to the roots" means the
destruction of technological advances.

FOOD CO-OPS: SLAVE LABOR
Adolf Hitler's reprimand that "we suffer from an overeducation, a change in education is needed" is applied to
society, as a whole by these demoralized students. The
needs of society, they say, are static, and any expansion is
viewed as evil. Food co-ops are a reaction to "too much
technology." Food co-op organizers say, "let us band
together to share equally our decreasing consumption
and together find ways to 'make do." "
Food co- A ps bypass truckers, food processors, and
retailers by voluntary labor at trucking and distribution.
That is, rather than attack the food crisis at its
root
commodity speculation and waste investment?the food co-op saves the consumer money
through slave labor at the expense of truckers, meatpackers, meatcuttcrs, supermarket employees, all of
whom are all too gladly dumped on the human scrap
?
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heap by capitalists, too desperate to realize a profit to
pay decent wages.
Wages are already being cut by inflation, speed-up,
etc.. but what better solution could there be for the
capitalists than a mass of voluntary laborers? And the
demoralized middle class youth can assuage their guilt
for being parasitical consumers by working for nothing.
As one food co-op participant said, "Buyingfrom the coop makes me feel clean."
In Brazil, slave labor is a way of life. Capitalist forced
work and volunteer labor policies have so destroyed the
living standard that Robert MacNamara, World Bank
president has admitted that in one generation the
Brazilian working class "will be incapable of human
productive labor."

THE SOCIALIST SOLUTION:
EXPANDING REPRODUCTION

Obviously the answer to the depression is not tighten-

ing our belts until we strangle ourselves. Human needs
are expanding, not contracting. To meet those needs,
technological advance is necessary. Food production
must increase. So there must be an increase in the
production of farm implements (tractors, etc.); we need
increased research to develop agricultural technology and
related fields; a higher level of education is required so
working people will be able to put new methods into
practice. Using more machinery, increasing the amount
of arable land necessitates developing a new energy
source. Fusion power, with its enormous potential, has to
be developed quickly. A program of expanded production, as sketched here, is dependant on the working class
existing at the standard of living that would enable it to

produce at this advanced technological level. In other
words, expanding production requires a worldwide
development of standards of living and technology at an
ever-increasing rate. It is on this basis that socialists must
re-organize the economy.
This means taking on capitalist austerity policies and
slave labor schemes worldwide. It means organizing and
educating working people and youth to become both
lighters and economic planners. The U.S. Labor Party,
the North American Unemployed and Welfare Rights
Organization, the Revolutionary Youth Movement, the
International Caucus of Labor Committees are doing
this right now. We are waging a campaign around the
food crisis to expand production, to expose criminal
capitalist policies of speculation and waste, to educate a
network o( working class organizers.
The U.S. Labor Parly is running a gubernatorial campaign in Massachusetts, counterposing the socialist
program for running the economy to the capitalists'
waste of resources necessary for expanding production?their cutbacks in education, their dismantling of
industrial plants and equipment, their strangling ofscien-

tific research.
On November 15 at 7:30 pm, at 143 Harvard
Avenue. Allston, the U.S. Labor Party will hold a forum
"How to Run the Economy." Students who know their
only choice in a depression is to take on the system that
tries to reduce them to parasites, students who want to
know how to wage that struggle, should come.
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The Curious Vacuum of Values
BY PETER BEGANS
Some friends of mine are dismayed because I cannot
deal with Questions and Issues on campus. I find it hard to
take a stand. This is not because I feel I have only one puny
voice in ten thousand, nor does the fact that channels of
communication are tightly structured inhibit me. It is more
basic than that. Questions and issues never reach a boiling
point on campus because no question or issue ever
challenges the University's values. My explanation is that
the University has no values.
What is the identity ofBoston College? If we believe the
1974-1975 BC bulletin, we find that, "Boston College is a
Jesuit university
Mindful of its rich Judaeo-Christian
Boston
offers guidance to the individual
College
heritage,
student and the community at large in the pursuit of all
areas of knowledge."
"Community." If there was one unifying element in the
often estranged values of Christianity and Judaism it was
this ultimate importance of the "community of man" with
God as the center. Perhaps this sense of community was felt
by some only for their individual sect; yet, the feeling of
the Israelites in the desert and the Christians in the
catacombs persisted: that of spirit in the community.

....

Is there a community at BC? I believe there is little, if
any. Though cells of people have good situations scattered
through Brighton, Newton, and Brookline (and perhaps
even modulars), there is no transcendant sense of a
university-wide philosophy of life and education. If one
wants a community here he/she had damn well better do it
alone, and expect it to take more than a year to free oneself
from university housing or home rule.
Let me explain: By community 1 mean simply a growth
of the belief that people go well together, that differences,
though present, can be' overcome, and that a group of
people can actually live in close connection with each
other. What prohibits them from being at each other's
throats over petty disputes or schismatic disruptions is a
sense that the philosophy that brings them together is more
important than an individual's private interest. And
hopefully coming together to form a community for the
sake of learning would be in each person's private interest.

This is a belief that people, given enough rope, will make
something other than a noose. It is a liberal, optimistic view
ofhuman nature. Yet it is not what BC fosters.
There are a number of explanations floating around
concerning The Grand Ennui on campus. One is that the
general mood on campuses is to shun political and
community involvement in a post-draft, post-Vietnam
backlash. Another holds that the shaky economy has pushed
students toward career oriented goals through hard work. A
third claims that background (Catholic schooling, middle to
upper class status) has resulted in lack of civic awareness
and a general self-centeredness in students.
These are possibly and probably all true. But I cannot
help believing that the people who run the university and
sponsor the living conditions and curriculum here are
equally at fault.
There seems to be a regression in many students from
the outlook they possessed from their senior year in high
school to their freshman year at BC. The large role they
play as high school seniors is replaced by a faceless
freshman year at college. The excitement of new
intellectual and community ideas which perhaps they felt as
student leaders the year before finds no outlet in the
growing multi-versity.
This may be attributed to a change in situations, or a
new seriousness about work that is not present in high
school. It has even been said that this facelessness is
necessary, that people need a freshman year to get into
themselves, fee! lonely, and get the sense of being on one's
own.
This is nonsense; if there is one thing America's citizens
do not need it is to feel lonely.
What BC fails to do is to make students aware of
themselves individually and as a community. There are no
challenges to students to define what values they wish to
hold through life and consequently there is no dialogue
between students, faculty and administrators on what
values the University should hold. Instead we encourage
students to make foolish early decisions on "programs,"
and to channel their energies toward fulfilling certain
university requirements?all the'while leaving the important
aspect of why those decisions are made to chance.
A person entering Boston College is faced with many

LETTERS
Yes, Virginia, there is a Campus Mail Room at Boston
College. It seems that when McElroy Commons was
built all the assignments were made and the plans carried
out, when lo and behold, it was found that the Campus
Mail Room was forgotten. The only space left, was a
dark and dingy storeroom under the front steps of
McElroy. So you see, Virginia, we operate underground
with artificial lighting and barely enough oxygen to
enable the dedicated mail clerks to stay alive. If an x-ray
were taken, our lungs would compare favorably with
those of coal miners.
Despite these conditions, these mail clerks are able to
process an average of between 15,000 and 16,000 pieces
ol mail per day. On several occasions this figure has
reached 24,000 pieces. Over 1,360 packages, for students
such as you Virginia, were written up and delivered in
September. Sometimes it is surprising how mail addressed to "Pat and Pat," "Cookie" or "the Bone
Crusher" is delivered, but the sleuths in the Mail Room
somehow or other track down the villians.
Be sure, Virginia to have your mail addressed to your box
number, Boston College and you will get it quickly. Since
the Modulars were opened and now Hillside Buildings AB-C-D occupied, it was decided to make it easier for the
students in these locations, by outfitting a small Mail
Room in the Commune Building between the Modulars
and the Hillside Apartments. Mail is delivered there daily. Our efficient mail truck drivers collect the 11 Campus
Mail boxes twice a day and transport mail from the
Chestnut Hill Post Office to the Campus Mail Room at
8:15 A.M. and 1:15 P.M., in snow, sleet, rain or shine.
Students like you, Virginia, come to Boston College lo
further their education and become better qualified.
Along with this, there are three very important things in
the life of a student food, shelter and mail. Everyone

-

must eat, have a place to stay and everyone looks

forward to mail from home, friends and loved ones.
MAIL IS VERY IMPORTANT
We are telling you these things, Virginia, because it was
felt that you, above all should consider the Campus Mail
Room as one of the most necessary activities on Campus.
It was felt you should know where you can get your mail
and how much is involved before it reaches you. Unfortunately, the Campus Mail Room, one of the three most
important activities to you, was not included in the
Boston College University Student Guide for 1973-74.
We were disappointed by this oversight, but we feel inwardly that it was not deliberate and we forgive knowing
that you are now moreknowledgeable of the location and
work of the Campus Mail Room at Boston College.
Drop in anytime - McElroy Commons, rooms 203 and

204.
George Ferran and
The Mailroom Staff
Dear People:
I entered a bar in Venice the other day that had a god-loved
juke box playing Kinks' "Supersonic Rocket Ship" for my
chianti-filled skull. I found a copy of your mag called The
Heights there on a table. It had yet to be marked up in
price for the tourists from Queens, New York to bring
Home to Grandma. It was free?and I savoured pure poetry
about New Jersey, my home state. Who are you people?
Why are you so kind on cold, Venetian, olive-oil stained
vias at night? Bruce Springsteen and some lesbian-Atlantic
City verse, and poems from somebody named Beggans(?). 1
am here, you are there-we are all different in our sameness.
Send me more and thrive on into mental canals and through
Kevin White's ponderosa. Godspeed.
Paul Colford

decisions: which school to apply to, what to major in, how
to fulfill the core. All of these are thrust before a person
prior to his/her first step onto campus. The decisions one
makes affect his or her stay here as do few others made
later on. Yet how can a person adequately judgea direction
before sampling college life? Because an entering freshman
may sense a need to decide upon academic direction early,
s/he may unwittingly be channeling him or herself towards
goals s/he does not appreciate or truly care for. And a
decision to change direction in later academic career is a
hard one to make.
Is BC not guilty for this channelingprocess? What else is
an incoming freshman to think upon receiving a
pre-registration packet by mail in July and finding forms
calling for a statement of major and completion of a fifteen
credit course load, with emphasis on fulfilling the core.
Why a major? Why a core? Why a school?
At least-Why so soon?
Concern with these organizational structures seems to
have blinded the administrators to decisions they should be
asking their students to make: "What do you want from
education and from life?" "How should you react in
political and social situations?" "Do you believe in the
family?" "Do you believe in the government?" "What do
you believe about yourself?"
Right now there are few and scattered courses concerned
with values. The core Theology and Philosophy
requirements do not satisfy the need for value clarification
because of their wide range and, in many instances, their
total concern with history. These courses are generally
rushed through in the first 'two years so that the student
can concentrate on his/her major. The emphasis in the core
has always been on you fulfilling it rather than it fulfilling
you. The result of these misplaced priorities is evident later
on.
Many upperclassmen find no reason for their field of
concentration and are confused concerning skills or job
markets. Others have jobs waiting for them but are
confused about the ethics they will bring to their work.
Some just despair at the phony bill of goods sold them
under the guise of liberal education.
To me, this despair is justified.True liberal education at
BC lies in a no-man's land between the arch-advocates of
utilitarian, job-oriented education and the encouragement
of directionless "liberal arts" studies. The curriculum does
little to aid self-knowledge and less to encourage the
manifestation ofvalues in everyday life.
What 1 am asking for is six credits, three credits, a
university dialogue, anything! A core course on value
clarification could raise questions as to what values are,
what each person brings to the community, what stance the
community should take on issues. Why not an
intra-university seminar for freshman and transfer students,
and later for juniors, on clarification of values? It need not
be taught by professors from Theology and Philosophy; in
fact, it would probably be better for the university as a
whole if each department participated.
Perhaps it is too expensive, or maybe there are not
enough qualified faculty, or maybe some one will dig up an
excuse that no one has heard before. No matter. The
excuses cannot stand. This is something the university truly
needs, at least as much as new dorms or Laurel and Hardy
movies.
Some people will not find dialogue and dissent
comforting. Students may begin to ask why there is no
cooperative bookstore, why those who live in the dorms
don't have a cooperative food service, why BC signs
contracts with the Air Force without a referendum to the
community. The students might also learn not to undersell
themselves, to take pride in being members of the
community, and to respect the spirit of the community
enough to think about its welfare and to take action in its
behalf.
We, the editors of The Heights, violated our own
constitution as well as the United States Student Press
Association Code of Ethics (to which we fully subscribe)
last week when we deliberatelyprinted an incorrect name,
Rikardo Malonos, on the letter entitled "Envious." The
letter was in fact submitted to us by Mr. G. U. Rot and our
sincere apologies are extended to Rikardo.
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In Monsieur Verdoux, Charles Chaplin
plays the title character, a French bank
clerk, who, after losing his jobin the stock
market crash of 1929, concocts a scheme
in which he marries wealthy, middle-aged
women all over France, murders them, and
takes their money. Besides these
fourteen-or-so "wives," Verdoux has a real
wife (a paralytic) and a young son. After a
few years of marrying and murdering,
Verdoux is again wiped out in another
financial crisis. His real wife and child die,
and he no longer has the motivation to
continue his "business." When discovered
in a restaurant by a late wife's sister, he
turns himself in and accepts the sentence
of death on the guillotine.
Made in 1947, Monsieur Verdoux is
finally receiving the recognition and praise
that it deserves. It is a great film. When
originally released, it was a dismal
failure-for obvious reasons. At the time,
the
"witchhunt"
Hollywood
was
beginning, and Chaplin was one of the stars
under suspicion. He was known for his
outspokennes and his speeches during
World War II advocating the opening of a
Second Front. What irked people most,
though, was that, after all the years he had
been in America, making money through
the American system, he had never become
a citizen.
Another cause of the film's failure was
Chaplin's private life. He had been married
four times and was constantly in the
headlines during the forties as the
defendant in a paternity suit. For a man
with such poor moral character, the
American people were aghast at his
attempt to make "a comedy of murders,"
as the title says, especially when the
victims are women.
Even the whole idea of making a black
comedy was unpopular. People then were
much more sensitive about making light
about murder than we are today. Today,
we sit placidly in a theater seat as blood
and entrails spill all over the screen. In
Monsieur Verdoux there is no explicit
violence. Today, we sit with our children in
front of our television screens and watch
actors on situation comedies make jokes
about
homosexuality.
bigotry,
transvestism, and abortion. Accordingly,
we find it hard to believe that the Catholic
Legion of Decency gave Monsieur Verdoux
a "B" rating, which is the next thing up
from Condemned.
The humor concerning killing is subtle
and ironic in Monsieur Verdoux. For

instance, we see Verdoux in his garden
picking roses as the incinerator in the

background burns his latest victim. As he
walks along the path, he stops to pick up a
caterpillar and puts it on a bush for fear it
"might get stepped on." In another scene,
he sits at a cafe in Paris, where he meets
some former business associates from his
bank clerk days. Observing his fancy
clothes, one comments "You must have
made a killing." Verdoux smiles wryly.
Chaplin's characterization of the suave,
genteel, businesslike Bluebeard is superb.
Every move, every expression is calculated,
and always in character. He is also
supported by a fine cast, most notably by
Martha Raye, as Annabelle Bonheur, the
raucous, lucky wife who Verdoux tries
repeatedly to murder, but he cannot
succeed.
is
direction,
His
as
always,
straightforward and simple. The same can
be said for Rollie Totheroh's camerawork.
Chaplin's musical score complements every
scene well, without becoming too
overbearing.
The flaws of Verdoux are few, but
consistent. From time to time, Chaplin
drags the comedy down by inserting long
scenes of dialogue in which Verdoux rattles
off his philosophy. He takes a poke at
business and the military by stating that
"one murder makes a villain; millions, a
hero. Numbers sanctify." and "munitions
manufacturers and the professional soldiers
who contribute to murder on a mass scale
are given great honors and monetary
rewards." This upsets Verdoux, since all he
was doing was conducting the same kind of
business on a small scale.
These long segments detract from the
humor of Verdoux, and one wants to
hesitate before labelling it a comedy.
Unfortunately, this is a fault found in all of
Chaplin's later works, from Modern
Times's subtle criticism of automation and
mechanization, to The Great Dictator's
sermon for brotherhood, to A King in
New York's satire of the Un-American
Activities Committee and life in America in
the 19505.
These distractions are small, though, in
comparison to the humor, action, and
pathos found in Monsieur Verdoux. It is, as
Chaplin has said, his cleverest film. It's
sophisticated, and possibly the best of his
later films. It is now experiencing its
Boston area premiere showing, and after
twenty-six years, it's about time.
-James F. Cassidy

Monsieur Verdoux:
26 Years Ahead of Its Time

BY MIKE IANZITO
Hie Joker
steve Miller Band
Tapitol SMAS-11235
It is not an uncommon occurrence for a band that has gone through numerous
personnel changes to develop a totally different sound from whence they started. Such
dterations usually stem from the public outcry for "innovation," or from the
bandleader's own personal dissatisfaction with the certain style in which he is currently
nvolved. Exempli gratia? John Mayall, whose present jazzworkings bear hardly a trace of
esemblance to the Bluesbreakers of old.
On the other hand, observe the 1973 edition of the Steve Miller Band. Boz, Lonnie,
md Tim have departed but their distinctive tones still remain with each and every cut of
The Joker. Drummer John King is the latest replacement in the group, while bassist
ierald Johnson and organist Dickie Thompson, both of whom recorded Journey From
iden with Steve last year, are still with him.
The music itself is purely Steve Miller?and it is Miller doing what he does
jest-displaying the infinite shades of the boogie. Y'see, sticking with one's original
'ormat is a nice idea in words, but a few musicians who attempt it end up with a
lisappointing product resembling re-cycled garbage. Not so with the Space Cowboy?as
nuch as he makes his current pieces reminiscent of material from the past five years, he
njects an extra something which completely obviates any staleness which is in danger of
:urning up.
Even one of the weaker cuts of the album, "Your Cash Ain't Nothin' But Trash,"
Vliller brightens up with his infamous sound effects (a la "Living in the USA") and his
:lean-spoken blues vocals.
"Sugar Babe" and the title cut are a couple of love ballads which appear on The
loker?both being typically fine Miller and making excellent single releases. "The Joker"
especially, with its charming back-up vocals, makes one again recall those various fine
larmonies of later days. It's relieving to know that they've remained intact through the
One of the disk's two live numbers is "EviP'-recorded last year at none other than

Beantown's own Aquarius Theatre. It's a superb slow blues-er with splendid backing by

Thompson's organ, amplifyingthat "articulate" voice and guitar of the ex-Texan. (By the
way, Lonnie Turner was the bassist for this one).
They wind it up with another mellow love song, "Something to Believe In," with
session man Sneaky Pete blending in his pedal steel talents with the acoustic guitar and
the omni-present bass lines; the latter being a sizable factor in the band's singular sound.
It is rather doubtful that The Joker will escape the critics without receiving putdowns
for not being "progressive" enough. In this world of ever-expanding musical workings, it
seems that sometimes there is a continual pressuring for the constant "development"of
one's style. Being dynamic simply for the sake of change,however, can be hazardous and
:ostly at times. Ponder Cat Steven's present condition-he has developed quite a bit from
that simple but effectual English balladeer of his first few LPs, to his current state. But
exactly what has he "developed" into?
In the long run, I'd rather listen to someone preserve their original style in a steady
manner, than to hear someone do a half-assed job with an innovative production. And if
the t'me ever came for choosing, I'd take that joking Gangster of Love over a jazzed-up
John Mayall any day of the week

.

Steve Miller
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New Courses for Spring Semester Not Listed in the Catalogue
Colette, Simone Weil, Simone dc
Beauvoir, and the New Novelists.
Betty RahvT 4:30-6:15.

COMPILED BY
JIM MALONE

DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL RL 384 "Paleography and Textual
Criticism," (continuation of RL
SCIENCE
PO 356 "Politics of Corrections 383) Students will learn how to

manuscripts
medieval
and Prison Reform," a seminar read
examination of
examining the American prison through
system with a view to the photocopies. Open to graduate
undergraduate
qualified
purposes of criminal punishment. and
students. Maria Simonelli TTH 3.
TH4-6
These Romance Language courses
can be applied for credit in
FINE ARTS
Theology, English, Philosophy,
FA 153 "French Court Art from History, and Classics department,
will
Napoleon
I,"
Louis XV to
with departmental approval.
focus on styles and themes in
French courtly art during the
PROGRAM

18th

century.

HONORS
Boucher, HP 075 "Honors Seminar in

Chardin,
Boffrand, Gabriel, Falconet, and
Clodion. Mrs. Cheney TTH 10:30
FA 164 "Impressionism," will
origins
the
of
emphasize

Fragonard,

Watteau,

special
with
Impressionism
attention paid to Monet and
Renoir. Mr. Baker MWF 3
FA 185 "Age of Rembrandt," will
emphasize the art of Holland in
the 17th century as exemplified
by the work of Rembrandt. Miss
Evans TTH 9
FA 046 "Advanced Photography
II," Prerequisite: Photography I.
Through a series of set problems
the student explores varying
approaches and techniques in the
art of photography. Mr. Stone TH
2-5
"Contemporary
FA
044
designed to
Workshop
II,"
introduce students to concepts
and techniques of 20th century
painting. Miss Slone TH 2-5
FA 220 "Picasso," will study the
innovative genius and life of
Picasso as a source of many of the
major movements in the 20th
Instructor
be
century.
to
announced. TTH 9

Dramatic Tragedy" Department
of English, an exploration of three
periods in the history of the genre
and
an
tragedy,
called
examination of the major theories
of tragedy. Aeschylus, Sophocles,
Euripedes, Marlowe, Shakespeare,
Arthur Miller and other modern
writers. John Mahoney.
HPO76 "The American Civil War
as a World Phenomenon," a
focussing upon the
seminar

of world opinion
regarding the events in the United
States leading to the Civil War.
and the responses of the world to
the great American conflict.
reaction

Thomas O'Connor.
HPO77 "Chemical Ecology," will
consider the general subject of
pollution: water and air pollution
and solid waste disposal. Emphasis
on social, political and economic
aspects of pollution. Dr. Kenneth
Macek.
HPO7B "The Poetry of T.S.

Eliot," emphasis will be on the
poetic achievement of T.S. Eliot
as seen in his poems and plays.
Albert Folkard

HPO79 "The Shape of the Future:

Predictions
from
Scientific
Discoveries," a study of the role
ii science in relation to the
projections of most futurists.
Smphasis is on the evolution of
futuristic thought toward the
rediscovery of human qualities
which endure ideological and
physical change. Futurists to be
studied are Leonardo, T. More,

Bacon, Shaw, C.S. Lewis, Teilhard
dc Chardin, Vonnegut, Koestler,
B. Fuller, Kahn, and Bertalanffy.
Sue Gussenh&ven, Physics Dept.

COMMUNICATION
SA23I "The Rhetoric of the
Dusk," attention will be focused

the rhetorical strategies of social

movements. Fishman MWF 10
SA 234 "Investigative Reporting,"
seminar-workshop on researching
and writing in-depth news and
features articles for newspapers
and
Particular
magazines.
attention will be given to handling
story ideas in terms of advocacy
journalism. As point of reference
the class will be using such
publications as the New York
Times, Boston Globe, Boston
Phoenix, Village Voice, New York
Review of Books, etc. Students
will be expected to write four or
five investigative pieces. Reisman

upon both the historical setting THEATRE
and the contemporary practice SA 255 "Speech and Theatre
within selected occult movements. Activities for the Exceptional
V/itches, practitioners of Voodoo, Child," this course concerns
historical vampirism and magic intself with the developing and
will be studied. Class members, in implementing of a comprehension
preparing their research papers, program in speech and theatre for
may select occult areas of special the handicapped child in special
interest to them. Lawton TTH education or regular classes. The
recreational
and
therapeutic
1:30
SA
232
"Interpersonal effects of such activities as
Communication," relates to the creative dramatics, oral reading,
day-to-day
interpersonal choral speaking and formal
are
considered.
needs
communication
of dramatics
is
adjusting
on
contemporary society. Student Emphasis
participation ranges from dyadic methodology in speech and
communications
formal theater education for children
to
situations including employment with special needs and abilities.
interviews, conference between Marcoux TTH 3
subordinate and superior and the DEPARTMENT OF SLAVIC AND
committee meeting. Picklesimer EASTERN LANGUAGES
TTH 1:30
SL2O7 (TH692) "Language and
SA 233 "Rhetoric of Zionism," Liturgy," an examination of
focuses on the development of pertinent
topics
involving
Zionism in America. Examines the linguistic as well as non-verbal
of symbolism in liturgical and
experiences
conversion
American Jews to Zionism as well poetic-religious
contexts,
as the integrationist and separatist including
translation,
tendencies in Zionist ideology. hymnography, liturgical reform
Orientation centers on the and experimentation, and the
convergence of theories of ethnic unique linguistic problems of
group activity and theories about Eastern churches in the West.

the
of
scourges
ignorance,
superstition, prejudice and war; BY MIKE MORGAN
Executive Vice-President Frank
cultivation and full enjoyment of
Campanella
has made decisions on
Nature's gifts. Normand R. Cartier
Committee
Budget
W 4-5:45

"Cervantes and Don recommendations

individual

research

is

11
SL2I2

(UN
301)
"Russian
Religious and Social Thought,"
will embrace the major Russian
religious and secular traditions
and teachings from the 17th
century to the present: Russian
mythology and the earth cult,
Orthodoxy in Russia, religious
messianism, political thought
from the end of the 19th century,
the influence of Europe and the
sense of Russia's role in history,
Lenin, Trotsky, and Stalin, major
figures in modern literature and
the world of ideas. Glazov M 3-4
W3-5

COMPARATIVE LITERATURE
"Approaches
SL2I3
to
Literature," a study of the
extrinsic and intrinsic approaches
to verse and prose with particular
attention to the creative and
perceptual processes as seen from
the

viewpoints

of
modern
and
other
comparative literary theories,
Russian
including
formalism.
Lawrence Jones MWF 10

structuralism

PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT
and
Reading
PL299
Research ''Transcendental
and
Western
Meditation
Philosophy," a study of the
?

following concepts using the
methodology of contemporary
analytic philosophy: "Attention,"
"Mental states vs. mental acts,"
"Following a Rule," "Personal
Identity,"
"Self-Knowledge."
Consideration of some of the
basic
teachings of Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi, specifically his
understanding of "transcending"
and "states of consciousness."
Charles Donahue.

CamABpunreodlvgst
Recommendations

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
RL 353 "Rabelais and the Modern
World," will study the humanist's
Utopia: liberation of man from

RL- 354

Some

required. Michael Connolly MWF

concerning the

Quixote," a study of the man and O'Connell and McElroy buildings,
and Security
his
work.
principal
Ernest University Safety

and the Program for the Study of
Siciliano TH 9-11
Peace
and War.
RL 358 "Contemporary Latin
American
Literature"
In an interview with The
(continuation of RL 357), an
Heights,
introduction to the contemporary that he Campanella announced
has approved a total of
Latin American novel, poetry,
for renovations in
$2
5,000
drama and essay. Writers to be
studied are Mistral, Asturias, O'Connell Hall. The Budget
Neruda, Vallejo,
Carpentier, Committee had previously
Borges, Fuentes, Paz, and Rulfo. recommended that BC makes this
Gene Kupferschmid MWF 1 1 RL expenditure. "I am sensitive to
380 "The Age of Humanism in needs for additional student
Europe" (continuation of RL space," he commented in
379), an introduction to the basic explaining his decision.
The Executive Vice-President
trends and problems of the
literature of Humanism and further said that he approved a
Renaissance as the main source of total of $10,000 for renovations
furnishings in McElroy
our civilization. Writers to be and
studied are Alberti, Machiavelli, Commons. He observed that "I
Erasmus, Spencer, Rabelais, Vives. think we have a need for more
meeting space in McElroy, and 1
Maria Simonelli
didn't think it made sense to have
TTH 1:30-2:45
space and not use it." He was
RL381 "Woman in 20th Century referring to the rooms left vacant
French Literature: Myth and by Housing's move to the
Reality," will study the myth and Hillsides.
reality of contemporary woman as
Both O'Connell and McElroy
heroine and author. To be studied will figure in future financial
are such works as Therese plans. Campanella said that the
Desqueyroux, L'Annonce faite a Budget Committee had
Marie, Antigone, Electra, Les recommended that Bob Wood,
Mouches. Le Balcon, and authors Director of Physical Plant, contact

an architectural firm to study the
feasibility of further renovating
O'Connell. Campanella explained,
"We want to have a professional
look at possibilities for keeping it
(O'Connell)." He noted that the
study would include information
concerning structure, safety, and
electrical wiring in the building.
According to Wood, BC has
hired Harry Keefe from the firm
of Kennedy. Kennedy and Keefe
"to make a preliminary study of
and to report on
O'Connell
this within a month." Wood said
that the study by Keefe would
"help to answer the question: Is it
worth fixing up from a financial
standpoint?" He indicated that
Keefe had been on the job for a
week.
Wood explained that Kennedy,
Kennedy and Keefe had been
hired "because they are on
campus." The firm is doing a
similar study on Gasson Hall. He
added that the firm would help to
determine how the $25,000
allocation can best be spent.
Campanella added that
additional renovations will take
place in McElroy. He said that
storm doors will be installed in
the main lobby "either in back or
in front of"the existing doors. He
hoped that this would make
McElroy Foyer more usable in
winter. Other renovations will
include the installation of air

..

conditioners in certain offices and

purposes

lounges.

renovated."

Campanella stated that there
two types of budgets,
operational and capital. An
operational budget runs from one
year to another, while a capital
budget takes into account
improvements and repairs which
occur over a period of years. He
said that the $10,000 allocation
was an operational expense, while
the installation of storm doors
and air conditioning is regarded as
a capital expense.
According to Campanella, BC
will look closely at capital
improvements which might be
made on certain buildings. He
mentioned that the capital budget
may be implemented over a
period of ten years, saying, "We
will examine our needs over the
needs which
next ten years
exist now and those which can be
foreseen." He also said, "I sense
there is a feeling that we have to
do something about a
and about needs which
library
appear evident."

Campanella mentioned,
however, that buildings given to
uses other than academic, such as
O'Connell, Haley House and
Murray House may eventually be
replaced by other structures. He
cited the upkeep and expense of
these buildings and added "we
will be looking at total
needs
and whether they (these
needs) would be better satisfied
by building a more traditional
student union."
He said that the University is
examining "what we can afford to
do" and he made the comment
"we could build a Taj Mahal, but
you have to ask 'Would it affect
tuition?'" He added that "you
have to balance these things."
Other proposals to receive
Campanella's financial approval
included those of University
Safety and Security and the
Program for the Study of Peace
and War.
The Executive
Vice-President told The Heights
that Security will receive $24,665.
He said that this money will be
allocated "primarily for the
establishment of a second foot
patrol" on the upper campus.
There will be an additional
patrolman on both the second
(3:30 pm-1 1:00 pm) and the third
shift (11:30 pm-7:30 am). He
(continued on page 11)

are

..

..

Campanella indicated that
many of the University's buildings
will be studied. He noted that it
would be wiser, from a fiscal

standpoint, to renovate some
buildings, but to raze and rebuild
others. He stated that "buildings
constructed by BC for educational

..

are

almost

always
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The Boston Final Elections: The Voters Go To Mass
BY TOM NELLIGAN
As was to be expected, last
Tuesday's Boston municipal
election produced no surprises.
Only thirty per cent of the voters
showed up, the reform candidates
lost, and the hacks were returned
for another two-year stint.
On the City Council side,
nationally-known racist Louise
Day Hicks topped the balloting.
Hicks didn't campaign, her usual
tactic in these ventures, because
she didn't need to. The simple
fact that her name is on the ballot
draws her legions of supporters
from their Southie three-deckers.
All seven incumbent councilors
running for re-election were
returned to office: Christopher
lanella, Dapper O'Neil (ugh),
Lawrence DiCara, Gerald O'Leary,
Joseph Tierney, Frederick
Langone, and Patrick
McDonough. Newspaper reports a
few days before the election
revealed that O'Leary and Tierney
once supported legalized
prostitution in a survey, scaring
rinth men silly, but the vote totals

Over 500 A&S
Maglione.

in the end showed that most
Bostonians who voted don't read
the Globe, don't believe what
they read, or don't think legalized
prostitution is such a bad idea
after all.
The ninth council seat went to
James Michael Connolly (note the
use of the middle name), a

27-year-old former city employee
(in
the Youth Activities
Commission) who managed to get
endorsed by both Mayor White
and the Boston Patrolmen's
Association. While by no means a
radical, he will probably be an
intelligent voice on the council
over the next term.
Socialist Worker candidate
John Powers and black activist
Lena Saunders both got creamed,
thanks to the low turnout of
blacks, students, and other
reform-type voters. Former
Sullivan,
councilor Thomas
another intelligent liberal, came in
tenth, which gives him the chance
to take a seat if any of the nine
winners leaves office during this
rnnnril

Freshmen took advantage of

term

Hannitv

Rnhert

enlightened campaign by
remarking on television that "If
the blacks don't like our country,
they should go back to Africa."
That may have been too much
even for Archie Bunker.
In the School Committee race,
incumbents John McDonough,
John Kerrigan, Paul Tierney, and
Paul Ellison were re-elected,
insuring a continuation of the
alleged corruption, backhand
deals, and overt racism that have
been the hallmark of the
committee in recent years. Ellison
barely made it, squeaking into
fifth place ahead of challenger
David Finnegan, the only

BY ROBERT TURNER

UGBC

Committee
Chairman Mike Gustafson is
reviewing policy regarding rock
concerts at BC as a result of

Social

complaints of

a special advisement program

.

All freshmen were sent letters
Wednesday, and all but
about 300 were assigned faculty

before

advisors in their major. There
were separate group meetings
before Wednesday for Honors,
pre-med., and pre-dental students
and also for a group of students
a
combined
taking
Philosophy-Theology-History
course called Perspectives on
Western Civilization. These
students received either faculty or
peer advisors (senior or junior
pre-med. or pre-dental majors).
According to O'Malley and
Henry McMahon, Assoc. Dean of
Arts and Sciences, the bulk of
students who came in Wednesday
were freshmen, and most were
pre-med. and pre-dental majors.
O'Malley said he talked to about
ten students, during the day and
McMahon (along with Dean
Wangler) about 25-30. O'Malley
''spot-checked the

Budget Committee
(continuedfrom page 10)
added that some of the money that much of the funding from
will also be used for operational Donovan's office will be used for
expenses.
The Program for the Study of
Peace and War will receive close to
theThe Program for the Study of
Peace and War will receive close to
the $13,000 budget it requested.
Campanella said that Academic
Vice-President Charles Donovan,
S.J., will provide $10,500 from
his own budget while BC will
contribute $1,500 from its
contingency fund. Jim Halpin,
S.J., the program's director, said

instructional programs.
According to Campanella, the
Budget Committee is now in the
process of preparing next year's
budget. He said this must be
completed for presentation at the
December meeting of the Board
of Trustees. He also said that the
Budget Committee is "trying to
estimate the full dollar amount"
of the projected increase in fuel
costs for this year, adding that
"we have a rough estimate."

committee

elsewhere.
Boston voters will have an
opportunity to alter or abolish the

Sunday.

Here's wishing the city better
luck in 1975.

Outsiders Disturb 'War' Concert
trouble

at

the War

ottered last week. Photo by

Freshman Advisement Well Received
BY MINDY SHERMAN
According to Dean Thomas
O'Malley, approximately 595
freshman students were advised in
one way or another during the
freshman counseling program set
up by the College of Arts and
Sciences. O'Malley told The
Heights that he was pleased with
the student turnout on
Wednesday, November 7, the day
designated as open house with the
Deans of A&S and about 30
faculty members. He also hoped
that students gained the
information they needed, had
more contact with faculty
members and saw that "faculty
are not unapproachable."

School Committee in a special
referendum next April. In light of
The other winner was Kathleen the results of last week's voting, it
Sullivan, whose father, owner of doesn't appear likely that
the New England Patriots, spent reformers will be able to
an enormous amount of noney successfully challenge a structure
plastering her name on billboards obviously supported by Boston's
all over the city. While she middle-class white voters (those
couldn't possibly be worse than who bothered to vote anyway).
the incumbents, she's against
All in all, it was a dull
bussing and a moderate at best.
campaign, featuring mostly dull
Patricia Bonner-Lyons, the candidates, leading up to a slow
only real reformer in the field, election day where activity was
finished a disappointing ninth out confined principally to the wards
of ten. She carried the black where voting for the McDonoughs
wards of Roxbury and the South and Kerrigans is as essential an
End, but got only a few votes obligation as going to mass on

Kane of Southie finished last. He White-endorsed
finished off his less-than- candidate.

approximately 30 faculty
members involved and found that
each had spoken on the average to
six to seven people, or about 160
students. These professors were
supplied with informational
materials to aid them in advising
students on courses, requirements
and registration.
McMahon had expected more
students to take advantage of the
counseling, however he pointed
oul that open house will be
continued in administrative and
faculty offices through the
beginning of this week. "This is
the time," he pointed out, "that
freshmen should be thinking
about their courses and asking for
advice."
O'Malley felt students may be
afraid that faculty are too busy
for them or that their questions
are too trivial. However, some
freshmen commented that it was
hard to contact their advisors, or
that some faculty seemed
uninformed or uninterested in
registration procedures.
O'Malley wants to meet with
the faculty who were involved in
Wednesday's counseling and
gather their reactions. Some
professors have already
commented that they enjoyed and
learned a great deal from talking
to students. "This is only a
beginning," admitted O'Malley,
but he would like to find "more
inventive" ways of keeping
faculty more informed and able to
advise students.

of November 3. This event, but that's not fair, In this
comes only weeks after the case, the scapegoat becomes the
Aerosmith concert, at which other concert."
complaints of
Concerning the method of the
trouble were
armed robbery, Daley stated,
reported.
Students at the concert "When you have an incident like
reported having watches and this, there shouldn't be any
wallets stolen from them while conjecture that these people pick
inside Roberts Center, according a room by random sample and
to James J. Daley, Director of find a gold mine. This was cased."
Safety and Security. Other
Edward J. Hanrahan, S.J.,
students told The Heights that Dean of Students, had this to say
they witnessed hard drug use and about the BC concert series:
numerous fighting incidents.
"Most of the rock concerts in past

concert

One student who attended the
concert said "There was so much
screaming and yelling going on
that the group couldn't even play.
The crowd wasn't BC people at
all. It was out of control. We even
saw guys shooting up in the

years

large crowd. They confiscated a
small amount of alcohol and an
insignificant amount of bottles
were left over from the crowd.

fights, pickpockets. In general this
group has no respect for the
physical property and the campus
population."
Fr. Hanrahan went on to say,
"I know that the Social
Committee is reviewing a policy
of ID requirement for admission
and possibly a policy of restricting
the audience to BC students and
their guests."
Asked if he was considering
banning concerts at BC, Gustafson
answered, "I'm not." He

attracted

an

audience

comprised almost completely of

BC students and we never had real
problems in the hall. A common
occurrence has been that due to
lack of interest of BC students, or
some other reason, the concerts
have brought in only 10% to 50%
bathroom."
However, Daley, disagreeing BC students.
with this, said, "It was the best
"This means that the
behaved of the three concerts we remainder of the audience is going
have had this year. It's predictable to be non BC students and
that there are going to be some experience shows that when this
incidents involved. There were 17 happens, we encounter massive
Boston Policemen on duty for the problems in maintaining minimum
concert with one of my special safety standards. Nondescript
assistants in charge. They reported outside audiences have presented
no back-ups and no lines with the us with massive problems: drugs,

There were some wallets stolen
and our intelligence as well as the
Boston Police intelligence felt that
there were some professional
pickpockets in the crowd."
That same night, according to

Daley, an armed robbery took
place in Loyola Hall. According to
Daley's report "Four males gained
entry into a student's room,

confronted the four students admitted, however, that "Non BC
inside with a switchblade, and got students being restricted from our
off with stereo equipment and concerts is under consideration at
sundry other things valued at this time. We are not in the
approximately $1000." Asked if profit-making business. Our
there was a connection between concerts are primarily for BC
the concert and the armed students." Gustafson added that a
robbery, Daley said, "Any time statement of policy would be
you have a public event on forthcoming "next week," and
campus, it is obviously easy to that he would withhold further
blame all types of trouble on the comment until then.
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Hillside Building Repairs to be Completed Soon

BY B. THOMAS GALLAGHER Co. The remaining changes and
University officials are satisfied repairs are expected to be
that the majority of necessary completed in the near future.
repairs and modifications needed
One major problem has been
in the Hillside Dormitories have the
melting of plastic air
been completed by the dorm's conditioning casings used in all of
builders, the Fahey Construction the Hillside Apartments. These

casings were placed too close to
heating units when the dorms
were built. They are being replaced
with metal coverings.
Kevin Duffy, Director of
Housing, told The Heights, "A
checklist of minor repairs and

Gasson Renovations Set for Summer '74
BY MATTHEW LOZINSKI
Work on a $500,000 renovation
of Gasson Hall, BC's oldest
building, is expected to begin this
summer pending completion of a
study by the Architectural Firm
of Kennedy, Kennedy and Kiefe.
Wood told The Heights that he
is initiating an $80,000 project for
the immediate replacement of the
"old drafty windows." The
suggestion was sent to the
architect in charge of the project,
who is faced with the problem of,
"replacing the windows without
spoiling the architectural design,"
said Wood. He added that the
initial purpose of this renovation

no change whatsoever in the
is to reduce the heating bill.
Another improvement under building's basic layout.
study is the addition of two high
Devlin said that he is currently
speed elevators to be placed in the contemplating whether to acquire
center of the building. Father a contracting company to execute
James Devlin, Director of Campus the renovations through open
Planning, supports the idea on the bidding, which will minimize the
grounds that it will make life cost, or through a negotiated bid
easier for the older staff members which
will
insure
quality
and for the handicapped people workmanship albeit at a higher
using the building.
price.
In September Keefe told The
Heights that he was doing a study
on space allocation. However,
Devlin insists that there is to be
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NEW ENGLAND
WOMEN'S SERVICE

A birth control counseling
and referral service for
problem pregnancies. Free
pregnancy testing. Open 7
\u25a0days a week. 9:00-5:00.

CHARLES PLAYHOUSE
76 WARRENTON ST.

Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review Course

423-1767
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmsa

J2l HARRISON AVEBOSTON' 426-4210 I
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617-536-1440
OUR

SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

[COURSES BEGIN

JUNE Ist.. DEC.

Ist.)

\u25a0WISTA

ly

& Peace Corps
have hundreds of job
openings for Seniors.

From agriculture to

zoology. Get experience you can find in
no other organiza-

tion. Reps will be in
the Placement Office
soon. Sign up now
in Placement for an
interview.

This Week's SPECIAL at the Deli Bar in the Hagles
Nest?2nd Floor McElroy is
Genoa SALAMI
At an unbelievably low price of Only $1.99/lb. regularly

$2.92/lb.

Watch for our Weekly Specials each week in The Heights

Special This Friday, Nov. 16th

Genoa Salami at an unbelievably low $1.99 alb.
Stop in and look at our Prices, you can't go wrong!!!
We Reserve the Right to limit quantities.

The following students were
elected
to
English
the

Department Student Caucus:
school and the builders in the Anne Brosnan, Beth Curren,
DeSimone,
Michael
Ann
beginning of the school year.
Hayden, Tom Keefe, and Heidi
During the last few months any
new repairs that were necessary
Schwarzbauer. There will be a
were studied by the clerk of the meeting of those elected on
works, Jerry Galant. Repairs Monday, at 3 pm in Carney 26.
poor
needed
because
of
workmanship or design were money as they are covered by a
added to the punch-list while guarantee the school has from
repairs caused by student damage Flatley
satisfactory
for
were handled by BC. At the completion of the dorms. Wood
all
of the stated that "In the near future we
present time almost
items on the punch-list have been will study the dorms to see that
taken care of by Flatley.
all required changes have been
Duffy noted that the BC people made and if they have the retainer
involved with the construction of will be turned over to Flatley,
the dorms expected a certain giving us complete ownership of
number of changes and repairs to the Hillsides."
be necessary. "It's a given that in
a project of this size certain
Wood noted that he doubts
repairs are going to be needed. In there will be any problem with
our case things were further uncompleted work. "All the
complicated by having residents necessary changes and work are
move in before construction was nearly completed. The Flatley
completed."
Company has taken care of its
The repairs and changes on the responsibilities.
We
got
punch-list will not cost BC any buildings that we paid for."

the

NEW FAR EAST
CHINESE RESTAURANT

"It-

Arthur Friedman, Real Paper
SAVE MONEY: STUDENT
DISCOUNT! STUDENT RUSH!

Call: 738-1370

ENGLISH MAJORS

things left undone, called a
punch-list, was compiled by the

at your iiesure.
"Magnificent mind-blowing
play"Carolyn Clay, Boston Phoenix
"The 'IN' loony-bin to visit"?
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I SHARE THE RIDE I
WITH US THIS

THANKSGIVING

AND GET ON
TO A GOOD THING.

Us means Greyhound, and a lot of your fellow students
who are already on to a good thing. You leave when you
like. Travel comfortably. Arrive refreshed and on time.
You'll save money, too. over the increased standby air
fares. Share the ride with us on weekends. Holidays.
Anytime. Go Greyhound.

GREYHOUND SERVICE
TO

ONE- ROUND- YOU CAN
WAY
TRIP
LEAVE'

Hartford
6.75
New York 9.65
Albany
10.20
Portland
6.40
New Haven 8.10
Ask your

agent

12.85
19.30
19.40
12.20
15.40

about additional

YOU
ARRIVE
7:40 P.M.

5:45 P.M.
8-6 hourly
5:00 P.M. 9:00 P.M.
5:00 P.M. 7:35 P.M.
5:45 P.M. 8:40 P.M.
departures

and return trips.

?buses leave from 10 St. JamesStreet

JFWGreyhound
j#jp
A change for the better
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Fewer A&S Students Seen Taking Individualized Programs
BY JOAN QUINLAN

Interest in academic programs
the
student
offering
an
opportunity to pursue studies on
an individual initiative and to
become intensely involved in a
academic
field
has
specific
dropped to an all time low at
Boston College this semester.
Only a few years ago there was a
campus wide clamor for such
and
programs
pass/fail
as
These
study.
independent
programs, along with Reading and
Research, and cross-registration,
are slowly losing student support.
In the fall of 1971, 43% of
students polled in a University
the
referendum voted for
implementation of a pass/fail
option in areas other than Core
courses and the major. At this
time, there are only five or six
students taking a course pass/fail
out of the entire undergraduate
student body by their own
volition.
The Scholar of the College, a
program
for senior honor
students, is the one academic
option which has experienced a
slight rise in participants within
the last three years. Thirty
students are now in the program,
as compared to 20-23 in 1971.
However, Dr. Thomas Wangler,
Associate Dean of Arts and

enrolled in the program. "Do kids
do it because it is an independent
study, ah intellectual pursuit, or
because it's an honor which will
further them in the great quest to
get into graduate school?"
There is, according to Wangler,
"a trickle" of students taking
advantage of cross-registration,
which offers students
the
opportunity to take courses at
Boston
Brandeis,
Tufts,

the number of students doing
Reading and Research. This is a
program which allows the student
to study the subject material
while meeting
independently,
with a teacher on a regular basis
to discuss his progress.
There
have
been
no
programs
study
independent
either this year or last.
In trying to account for the
decline of reading and research,
the
University, New College, and Pine and
complete halt in
Manor. There are about a half independent study, Wangler said,
dozen students each semester who "There has been a general
cross register. The frustrating increasing burden on faculty.
thing about these small figures, Faculty/student ratio had been
Wangler said, is that, "it takes a rising steadily the last few years.
lot of work to set up an It may be causing the faculty to
agreement to cross-register with
retreat from offering their time to
other schools. There are frills in individual students." But more
education which are nice to have, important, according to Wangler,
but they're difficult to create, and is the competition to get into
when so few seem interested you graduate schools. "At any school
wonder if it was worth the

you can set up an independent grades. Also, the job market is
program that isn't good. Graduate tight, and those with the high
schools tend to be suspicious of grades get the job. Students can't
independent programs."
afford not to receive a grade in a

Prof. Albert Folkard, head of course."

the Honors Program, which is
dropping its pass/fail grading
system due to student demand,
accounts for the small number of
students taking courses pass/fail
by telling The Heights that
"students today are more and
more career minded. The number
of applicants to law, professional,
and
graduate
schools had
drastically increased, and at the
same time graduate schools are
more selective and have less
money. Manpower within the
schools has had to be cut, so there
are fewer admissions officers. As a
result, the admissions people have
turned more and more to depend
on cumulative averages and

OHTF
'MpaePlnys314 orum

trouble,"

A new option, created last
spring is the Independent Major.
In this program a student can
create his own major by putting
together a number of related
courses. Wangler told The Heights,
however, that, "After a flurry of
student interest on the basis of
The Heights story last spring,
three students have submitted
proposals to me."
There has also been a slight
Sciences, questions the motives
behind some of the students decline, according to Wangler. in

BY MICHAEL SAUCIER
T.P. O'Malley, the new dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
was the first guest of 314 Forum,
a series of open and informal

discussions at Haley House, with Forum explained
is
the focus on Boston College purpose
to
personnel.
Jim O'Neill, a resident of Haley

House and co-ordinator of 314

Palmtronic

For whenyou need a memory.

1
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A Degree Program Qualifying Graduates For Calif. Bar Exam
om Downtown Los Angeles In A Suburban Community
Enrollment Now Being Accepted for March Term
Inquiries Are Invited By The Dean Of Admissions:

* 5 Mm'
?

*

GLENDALE COLLEGE OF LAW
220 NO. GLENDALE AYE
GLENDALE, CA. 91206

(213)247-0770

Palmtronic LE-80M
Canon offers the new LE-80M with memory for automatic
totaling.

HAS THE WAR ENDED?
For many American students,
the Battle ofSoutheast Asia has
e}ided, but the battle within the
of her people?the pains
of sickness, hunger, fear and
death rage on with horrendous
force.
Americans view the signs of
Southeast Asia as symptomatic
of the global condition.
American missioners labor

through subhuman conditions
around the globe. We perpetuate the battle?to liberate
the struggling masses from the

hearts

.

causes of wars,

NO MORE WAR! WAR
NEVER AGAIN! Let us work
for that goal by defeating the
structures that oppress and
exploit mankind.

While functions vary, quality doesn't. The Palmtronic
LE-80M gives you a comfortably spaced keyboard. So there's
less chance of double entries. And while it takes only a light
touch, you can feel the numbers enter the machine. You
don't have to keep watch on the display panel.
Has battery check, arithmetic entry, automatic clearing,
floating decimal and underflow system. Works on penlight
batteries. Or on rechargeable NiCad batteries. On AC, too,
through the recharger.
Another thing. The same dependability we build into our
full-size calculators goes into our compacts. There are many
compact calculators, but not with this reputation.

NAME

STREET
CITY

For your free copy of MANKIND OUR MISSION write:
Maryknoll Missioners, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167 : 3

J
~

I*' .'
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STATE

ZIP

that "the
create
an
in
which
atmosphere
communication can take place
among students, faculty, and

administration." O'Neill noted
that the initial response about the
program has been favorable.

Dean O'Malley's theme in his
discussion of a variety of topics
was the need to make known the
resources available to the students
and faculty at Boston College.
Faculty advisement, an O'Malley
"hobby
horse," can be an
effective means toward the need
"better
consumerism,
for
shopping around" among students
on selecting courses. O'Malley
acknowledged that due to strong
departmentalization of academic
and
disciplines
faculty
specialization, "in many cases,
faculty members don't know
what's happening in other areas."
In regard to Core requirements,
O'Malley favored keeping the core
saying that "although it may be
chaotic, it brings people into
contact with other disciplines."
O'Malley expressed the wish that
more senior faculty should teach
core courses and let graduate
students teach upper division
courses in their specialty within
their discipline.
O'Malley expressed uncertainty
over the specifics involved in the
proposed Common Year. In
response to questions he noted
that it was possible that "no one
will enroll in schools other than
A&S and Nursing" after freshman
year. The Dean pointed out that
liberal studies is now a part of the
curriculum in the other schools in
the University.

An exclusive offer available
-only at Boston College: the
colorful,
durable
Toshiba
RP-62-a solid state pocket

radio?is

free

with

the

a Palmtronic
LE-80M. Again, this is a
Boston College exclusive.

purchase

of
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835 Beacon Street
Boston Mass 247-9548
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$14995

MANKIND OUR MISSION explains a new and exciting training program for
future missioners. Will you volunteer?
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Commenting in general on the
trend toward increased pressure
and competition for admission to
graduate school, which seems to
be causing the decline in students
who are actively engaged in
extra-intellectual
pursuits,
Folkard said, "It's alarming and
disillusioning. Education is being
measured
quantitatively
by
grades. Success of the Liberal Arts
experience cannot be measured by
grades. It is a disaster when it is.
Liberal
Arts education is a
qualitative thing. It is a time when
people should be discovering
things about themselves through
the intellect."

Welcomes You Aboard
Ww'Atlt BOSTON
S
JR Pk< NAUTICAL
wmfmwsr discotheque

fmwrtiiir

'

10t HOT DOGS
HAPPY HOUR PRICES

Sat. 1-7pm & Sun 4-7pm

THE CALCULATOR SHOP
BOSTON
1119 COMM. AYE.

BOSTON

QUINCY

40BROMFIELDST.

(617)787-2323

(617)542-6182

361 HANCOCK ST.
(617)471-1017

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

WEEKENDS
DANCE NIGHTLY TO
YOUR FAVORITE SONGS.
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Nursing Students Stage Walk-out Protest in Health Course
BY CHRIS HEDGES
Nursing students walked out of
an exam last Monday in protest of
what
one student
termed
"inadequate and poorly presented

boycotted the test, about twenty
basics (four-year students) walked
out of the exam. Another student
added that while the R.N.s and
many of the basic students took
material."
the exam, they listed their
The
mid-term
was
in complaints on their papers.
Community Health Nursing, a
Joanne Merry, co-ordinator of
course composed mostly of senior the course, said that the problem
nurses in the four year program had to do with the flow of
and R.N.s in the two-year, communication between students
bachelor degree program.
and faculty. Problems had been
According to one student who brought to faculty attention only

14

the original plans, then the basic
students agreed with them. Then
the R.N.s talked to some of the
faculty on Friday and decided
they would take the test." She
added that a big problem is that
there is "no communication
between basic students and
R.N.s"
A few nursing students stated
that they felt their actions had
been productive. After the
walk-out Monday, a meeting of
the students and the course
co-ordinator was called. Students'
criticisms were discussed and a list
of what should be included in the
offices for conferences is about is difficult enough without having
twice as difficult now than at to be a public relations remainder of the course was
approved.
other times-which is hard department on the side. But don't
enough.
we have a PR department on this
"Rather than emphasizing the
campus?
conceptual and intangible, we
Another point of contention:
wanted more emphasis on relating
the Registrar's Office?if you can
I suppose, also, that this the theory to the clinical practice
get a corner on some concrete process is as messy at other
information?will repeatedly stress campuses as it is here. There is no we are getting," said one of the
students.
the importance of their ever-new Walden in
Hill or at BU
Chestnut
According to Merry, part of the
procedures. But if they are so
But it's not an problem was due to curriculum
vital, why doesn't the office warn or at Harvard.
us ahead of time that the effective excuse?only a clumsy changes, as well as decreasing
faculty and increasing students.
course-picking season is about to attempt to cover up.
All I can do is to warn you "We had to put the two hours of
be upon us? Why must such
reports be left to hidden mentions students that it is time to register lecture together," she explained,
in The Heights "Newsbriefs" or for second semester, and to ask "and thought it would work out.
obscure voluntary public service you professors to loan us some But it's obvious now that we need
The student explained that the
confusion started the week before
the test. "After class on the
Monday before the test, the
R.N.s were told that it would be
cancelled and that we would talk
presented was inadequate for a about improvements in the
test and that it had been poorly course. Most of us got phone calls
presented. "Our feelings had been Monday that there would be no
voiced since the third week of test, then Tuesday we heard that
class, when we discussed our there was a mid-term. On
feelings at a class with most of the Wednesday, we met and decided
faculty present."
to boycott. The R.N.s had made

in an "indirect" way. "The R.N.s
had met, " she stated, "but I had
never been approached."
One of the nursing students
explained that most of the class
felt the material that had been

News Commentary: The Registration Process

BY KATHY BALAS
freshmen are overwhelmed by the
Well, it's that time of the year unebbing flood of disorganization.
again. Time for the higher-ups to
Disorganization?that's the key
open season on us students. word. Boston College assumedly
Pre-registration time has come to prides itself on its "close
Boston College once again, amidst university community"-yet the
a flurry of red tape, red eyes, faculty and students are never so
early alarms and much gossip. far apart as during registration
Once again the Registrar's office times. Sure, A&S profs have
has changed procedures, and we reserved November 7 for
lowly registering students must Freshman Advisement, but what
weave our ways through the mobs about a solid program of
at a total loss of what to do.
advisement for those of us in
The seniors don't care because between our first and last years?
it's (hopefully) their last University policy has traditionally
undergrad pre-registration; the left such programs to the
juniors do care because their individual departments?but only
undergrad careers are at stake, but a few of the departments
they'd like to pretend they don't (commendably, the Speech
care; the sophs can't make up department) have shown enough
their minds whether they care or concern to establish these
not because they still have core programs. And trying to find most
courses to fulfill; and the of our faculty members in their
??

announcements

produced by
WVBC? Shouldn't there be some
form of efficient intra-university

communication?

I realize that the Registrar's job

cooperation at this crucial time.
At MIT or Oxford or Stanford,
exams and papers are the tools by
which incompetent students are
weeded out; at BC, it seems

registration

is that tool.

both seminars and theory."
Another nursing student stated,
"It's too bad that we had to go as
far as we did to get our opinions
listened to, but at least our
actions finally got some results."
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WANTED:

Give yourself a treat

CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE wanted to
represent Franconia Inn in New Hampshire's
White Mountains. Generous commission may
be earned by promoting group ski tours. We
pay for advertising and promotion. Call us in
Cambridge: 864-5158.

Pizza of all kinds

A variety of subs

._

Situations Wanted: 2 experienced
housecleaners will thoroughly clean 1, 2, or 3

PANTO'S
PIZZA

room apartments: $12, $15. $18 weekly,
bimonthly or monthy: excellent refernces 244-3926 or 254-5979.

VOLUNTEERS: Need four volunteers lo help
handicapped kids in a pre-vocational shop

situation 12:45-1:30 on Thursdays. Call 969-0100 ext. 2455.

HOUSE

Babysitter to live in or near 8.C.. no mornings,
afternoons and evenings. 4 weekends, hours to
be arranged. 332-6645.

1920A Beacon St.

Cleveland Circle

566-6468

WANT OUT? The Transfer Center has information for people who want a school they like
better. McElroy 123 Ext. 2284.
KNOW someone who wants IN? The Transfer
Center will help the whole transfer process.
Call or visit. McElroy 123 Ext. 2284.
Stutterers needed for federally funded research
program. Age 16-50?subject will be paid.
Phone or write Anne Newman. Psychology
Dept. Northeastern University. 437-3077.

Let's talk turkey; come to

Service Liquor
1700 Comm.

Aye

Blood needed?Red Cross blood drive coming
Nov 12-16.

fx

RIDES:

y

Ride for 2 to Syracuse wknd. of BC/Sy game.
Will share expenses and/or driving. Call Tim
at 965-1346. If not there leave message.

beer

LOST
Late last Monday night. I lost a tiny,
brown/black, shaggy puppy. I understand she
was picked up by a dark-haired gentleman in a
bluejacket and ski cap in front of Carney immediately after. I hate lo think that I will never
see her again, so if you have found her or know
anything about her. please let me know at 734-2765. Thank you. Henrietta.

kegs

wine

x.

k^T^t

cheese
232-3733
566-8096

FOR SALE
Head skis I9s's: $50. Excellent condition, used
one season. Call 965-5961 anytime.
AVAILABLE:
Ice-cream truck for sale. $10,000 profit per

vO^

munchies
or

S

f

season. Call 469-9404.
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free deliveries
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with minimum purchased
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Kung Rosewood Soprano recorder
tenor recorder, mops, oil
Heights Ad Manager.

too. Ideal
and booklet. Contact

MISCELLANEOUS
Folk music concert featuring David Jones &
Friends on Saturday. November 17. 8 PM

First Congregational Church.

at

11 Garden St.

Cambridge: $2.00 admission. For information
call 491-1817.

Jobs in Business Consulting
Frequently the difference between a marginal
and a going business is theDbility of the former
to hire consultants. Business graduates working for VISTA and Peace Corps are helping to
change that situation. If you have a BBA,
MBA. or MPA. you should look into VISTA
and Peace Corps. It's experience you'll get
with no other organization. A representative
will be in the Placement Office on December 3
& 4. Sign up now for an interview.

NURSES. lfyou're graduating soon and want
lo break away from the regimen of training for
a year or two. talk to VISTA and Peace Corps.
JOBS FOR
A representative will be in the Placement OfFRENCH AND SPANISH MAJORS
fice on December J & 4. Sign up today for an Spanish speakers
to work as VISTA's in
interview.
barrios in the Southwest and as Peace Corps
teachers and resource people in Latin
It's got to be the going not the getting there
America. French speakers to work in African
(hat's good. ?Chapin
Francophone countries with Peace Corps.
These are positions of responsibility and senAesthetes, vide Stylus advertisement page 13. sitivity. Talk to a representative in the
Placement Office on December 3 4. Sign up
&
for an
Future CPA's learn how to prepare for the
interview.
CPA Exam. BECKER CPA REVIEW
NURSES, lfyou're graduating soon and want
COURSE. Call College, 617-5.16-1440
to break away from
theregimen of training for
Teach Math and Science Where The Earth Is a year or two, talk to VISTA and Peace Corps.
Flat. Rocks are Evil, and Turtles Are Sacred. A representative will be in the Placement OfAs a Peace Corps teacher, you'll get some fice on December 3 & 4. Sign up
today for an
tough questions from your students. Like: interview.
How does the turtle Vishnu swimming in his
sea of milk and pushing up the tree of life fit Jobs in Business
Consulting
into your theories of the world, Mr. Bob?
You don't put legends like these down because Frequently the difference between a marginal
and a going business is the ability of the former
they are a vital part of your student's culture. to hire
One of the challenges of leaching math and ing for consultants. Business graduates workVISTA and Peace Corps are helping to
science in a developing country is to create
that situation. If you have a BBA.
acceptance for tnese subjects within the frame change
MBA. or MPA. you should look into VISTA
work of ancient traditions.
A Peace Corps/VISTA representative will be and Peace Corps. It's experience you'll get
with no other organization. A representative
in the Placement Office on December 3 ft 4.
will be in the Placement Office on December 3
Sign up now for an interview.
& 4. Sign up now for an interview.
Liberal Arts Degree
Irrelevant?
In your job search, you'll run across all kinds Teach Math and Science Where The Earth Is
of glossy pages and promises that so-and-so
Flat. Rocks are Evil, and Turtles Are Sacred.
company wants graduates with liberal arts As a Peace Corps teacher, you'll get some
tough
questions from your students. Like:
degrees. Last year's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Corps ARE AT WORK in How does the turtle Vishnu swimming in his
sea of milk and pushing up the tree of life fit
hundreds of projects both here and in 59 countries overseas. Teaching English as a foreign into your theories of the world. Mr. Bob?
language: working in tuberculosis control You don't put legends like these down because
programs, small pox and malaria eradication they are a vital part of your student's culture.
projects: acting as agricultural extension One of (he challenges of leaching math and
agents: developing alternative schools: 5science in a developing country is to create
counseling in drug crisis centers. Talk to a acceptance for these subjects within the frame
VISTA/Peace Corps representative on work of ancient traditions.
December 3& 4. from 9AM to 4PM. Go by A Peace Corps/VISTA representative will be
the Placement Office now and sign up for an in the Placement Office on December 3 & 4.
Sign up now for an interview.
interview.
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Each line in our classified advertising contains forty-five (45) characters, which includes
punctuation (e.g. colons) and spaces; all advertising copy should be received by
The
Heights ad manager by 5:00 pm on Thursday for appearance in the paper
distributed the
following Monday. We charge $1.00/line (see above) but only $1.00
for three lines for
Boston College students; all classified ads must be prepaid.
Why trouble yourself with the bulletin boards? Advertise in The Heights
Thank you
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Students in Archaeology

BY MARY MORLEY
Not all classes at BC

are dull
one-way monologues with little
student feedback. The History

Department offers a fascinating
Introductory Archaeology course
taught by Prof. John Rosser
which offers not only a solid
theoretical background, but also
first hand experience in the field.
In addition to the usual two
lectures per week, each Sunday
afternoon 30 students spend three
hours digging for artifacts at
Ponkapoag Pond in the Blue Hills

Reservation of Canton. Rosser
believes that this field experience
is the best portion of the course:
"The only way to learn about

archeology is to dig." A
professional archaeologist himself,
Rosser's goal for the course is to
train competent amateur
archaeologists. In this, senior
Chuck Buchanan believes he has
succeeded: "There's not one of us
who doesn't know what's going
on. We have more background
than many people that go on
digs."
Ponkapoag Pond site is a
particularly good spot for the
class. An archaeologist or group of
archaeologists may dig anywhere
they choose with the permission
of the owner of the land. In this
case, Ponkapoag Pond was
suggested by the Massachusetts
Archaeological Society as a
potential area because according
to geographical information, the
site was once a shore line

settlement (the present shore line
is approximately one-half mile
away) and had produced artifacts
on the surface. Permission to dig
was given by the government, the
owner of the Blue Hills
Reservation.
Dating back to 5,000 8.C., the
site has produced a large turnout
of artifacts. The students have
found parts of knives, flakes of
felsite (a hard rock made into
tools), and fire pits as well as
colonial objects. Though the area
was not inhabited in colonial
times, there were farms nearby.
Last Sunday, one student
uncovered a Civil War bullet in her
grid.
The site is divided by the
bridge system of digging. A
surveyor plots a base line along
which grids are measured by pegs.
There are two students to each
3'x3' grid.
When an artifact is found, the
surrounding area must be leveled
and brushed clean. The student
makes a diagram, measuring the

History Professor John Rosser directs students in an archaeological "dig" conducted at Ponkapoag Pond in
Canton. Photo by Rosen.

certain time. Rosser suggested
that the class walk around the
pond area to discover why the
Indians settled at that spot.
The class is comprised of
majors where archaeology is a
related field (history, art history),
but most of the students took the
course out of interest or curiosity.
"I wanted to try it out,"
explained Helen Walsh, who is
auditing the course. Helen has

artifacts depth and distance from
the pegs. A photograph is taken as
a record. The information and
artifact must be sent to the
Massachusetts
Archaeological discovered a new interest and
Society where it is catalogued and plans to take the course next fall.
dated. (The student may keep the Another student has enjoyed it so
artifact if he so chooses.)
much that she is considering
The location of a find is as transfering to another school for
important as the artifact itself in further study.
putting together the information
Students' reactions to digging
about how people lived at a

were

as

varied

as

their

backgrounds. For some it is their
first dig and interest depends
upon finding artifacts. Rosser
warns that "if the interest is in
finding things, you'll probably get
discouraged." John Inness,
assistant to Professor Rosser,
declares, "I love it. I can't think
of anything better to do on a
Sunday afternoon." John has
been a member of the
Massachusetts Archaeological
Society for two years and has dug
in England. For Tom Collins,
digging "is more than a
hobby?it's almost a second
major."
The class maintains a high
interest found in few other
classes. This seems to be derived
from the students' enthusiastic
(one student
called him

|j|sl

"fanatical") professor who is
sincerely dedicated to this course
of study and his students. His
willingness to speak to students
was seen at his lecture at Haley
House on November 6 where he

showed slides and artifacts, and
explained the archaeologist of
today. "We all enjoy Rosser. He's
the one that keeps us coming
every Sunday and gets us all
excited about digging," noted
Chuck Buchanan. The students all
spoke highly of Rosser as a person

and teacher.
Many of the people in the class
were encouraged to take the
course by Rosser's genuine
enthusiasm-some were students
from his core history class and
others, friends. Well, it looked
good to this reporter.
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office (C-l 16), making sure the
courses they wish to elect are
properly filled out, and then
seek out a faculty member of
the department for discussion
The
his signature.
and
completed form must be
no later than
returned
Tuesday, November 13 at 3:00
p.m. All students who turn in
such forms will be guaranteed
places in the courses of their
choice, or notified on the wall
outside the office by 9:00

History
Pre-registration
Students who wish to take a
new elective in history for the
spring semester are advised that
the department has again
worked out a system by which
all majors and most non-majors
will be placed into the courses
of their choice without
worrying about lines or quotas

filling up:
History Majors
All history majors should
obtain their pre-registration
forms from the departmental

morning.

Wednesday

Thereafter, students may pick
up the envelope containiri, the
cards for the new course, any

start of
registration on Wednesday, in

time

HARVARD CLUB
OF BOSTON Invites
B.C. Women 18+
To JOLLY-UP PARTIES

C-l 16.

after

the

Non-Majors
non-majors
the
department is offering a wide
For

of advanced and
intermediate courses, the latter
have open enrollment, and we
believe there are enough places
for all interested students. The
enroll
department
will
non-majors
beginning
on
Wednesday, November 14, in
C-173. Students who are
interested in avoiding lines may
reserve a place in most of these
new courses by filling out a
form in C-173 on Monday and
Tuesday, November 12 & 13.
A list of all these non-major
courses as welt-as descriptions
of new courses offered, is
available from the office.

range

PIRGNotes
PIRG Finds Banks in Violation
of Truth-In-LendingLaw
In a Press Conference on
October 16th the Eastern
Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group (Mass PIRG
East) released the results of a

study charging "widespread
violations of the Massachusetts
Truth-in-Lending Act by banks
statewide." The report charged
that banks were misleading
consumers by not giving out
standard information regarding
interest rates on loans. This

violates the Commonwealth's
first-in-the-nation
Truth-in-Lending Law of 1966.
The survey of 470 banks,

conducted by 25 students from
six local universities and
colleges, showed violations of
the law by 25% of the banks
surveyed in eastern
Massachusetts and 46% of the
banks canvassed in the western
counties of the state by

WMPIRG, the Amherst based
affiliate to Mass Pirg East.
On the local level, students
are still needed to work on the
Small Claims Court Referral
System. This and other
upcoming projects will be
discussed at BC PIRG's weekly
meeting this Wednesday at
7:30. in McElroy 114. All
interested students are urged to
come and listen.

Ist & 3rd Mondays & Fridays
From 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Complete Cash Bar

At THE HARVARD CLUB

374 Commonwealth Aye.
Massachusetts Aye.)
Boston, Massachusetts
??«^^^»
(near

Thousands of Topics

$2.75 perpage
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold for
research assistance only.
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ble, from
New York
or Nassau.
Add $9S
from Chicago. Singles
add $11.

$250 Car orRail Tour*

.

One week, per person, double,
features round-trip jet from
New York to Luxembourg and
car with unlimited mileage?
or $260* unlimited rail travel
in 13 European countries for
singles. Add $98 from Chicago. Offered Nov. thru March.
SEE YOUR TRAVEL AGENT

.

All prices subject to change.
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To: ICELANDIC AIRLINES

II

10020
Outside N.Y. State: Toll Free

1

(212) 757-8585
630 Fifth Aye., N.Y., N.Y.

(800) 221-9760
Send folder CN on tours to Europe
I from N.Y. \u25a1, from Chicago \u25a1,
| from Miami/Nassau \u25a1.

I Name

Street

|

City

j

State

I

My Travel Agent is

Zip

OUR
CASSETTES
DON'T

SELF-DESTRUCT!

Features round-trip jet to
Luxembourg, RT bus to Kitzbuhel, 2 meals daily, double
room in chalet, Dec. 14 and
weekly in Jan. Add $10 Feb.
and March. Also, 1-week ski
tours to Chamonix and 2
weeks to Kitzbuhel or Chamonix. Lowest-cost ski tours to
Europe of any scheduled airline.
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Columbia cassettes are made to stay alive for a long time. In fact, they're the only failsafe cassettes on the market.
We have low noise/high output gamma-ferric oxide tape. And thanks to a 20-20,000
Hz frequency range, what you hear is what you get.
We use oversized Mylarslip sheets; impregnated with graphite. So there's no friction.
Then the tape is guided along by Delrin rollers, mounted in metal
pins. You can't find a more sure-footed cassette.
And to top it off, each cassette comes with two extra self-sticking
iIIHMiKHI
recording labels, an index and a bonus coupon. Thai gives you
S\Ym»j
one free C-60 cassette after you've bought
Our cassettes are something special. We call them fail-safe. You'll
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The Eagles did it many ways offensively en route to 500 plus yards produced explosion. Here, Keith Barnette (I) jumps over, and Dave Zumbach (r) runs away from bewildered
Mountaineers. Rich Silver Photo.

Phase Three For Eagles:
BY MIKE LUPICA

BC Upends WVU,

MORGANTOWN, West Virginia

-

Phase Three of the Boston College
football season officially began
last weekend in one of those old
familiar places where a beer by
another name is still a beer ("Iron
City?"), where the big question is
y'all
from
" Ahr
Bawwwwwston?", and where you
keep expecting the courtesy car
that picks you up at the airport to
be a 1948 Packard.
Phase One, of course, consisted

of the Temple, Tulane, Texas
A&M, Navy and Miami games.
Three of those games were won,
and it was generally felt the other
two Should Have Been.
Phase Two began sometime

during the Saturday after the
Miami game and lasted through
the Pittsburg
and
Villanova
affairs. BC lost to Pittsburgh,
badly. BC beat Villanova - and
looked almost worse than they
had losing to Pitt.
Then came Morgantown, West
Virginia on a Saturday afternoon
that began in heavy snow flurries
and ended in sunshine. BC was
south of the Mason-Dixon Line
again, and the big question was:
Would BC be taken home on a
country road, to a place where
they belonged?
No way. In words used to
another
southern
describe
expedition (Georgia Tech) a year
ago, Boston College cut up the
Mountaineers long, thin, short,
wide and repeatedly. The score of
25-13 in no way indicates how
badly Bobby Bowden's team was
beaten. Consider:
*BC had 30 first downs, to 1 1
for West Virginia.
*BC's total offense was 516
yards (364 rushing, 152 passing).

Tom Lenz

25-13

West Virginia had 212.
catches away from the all-time BC
*BC ran 89 plays in the receiving records); a swing pass to
football game. West Virginia ran Esposito; the BC fullbacks, Keith
Barnette (17-for-91) and Frank
52.
*Mike Exposito gained 201 Smith (9-for-39) getting a chance
yards rushing, but his longest run to carry the football. Smith, on
was 14 yards. Which means that the sheer effort that has always
the Magic Christian, with a little defined his play here, made a big
(little?) help from his friends in first down at the WVa nine and
the offensive line, was six- and Esposito eventually got it past the
and
the alumni stripe. 16-0. The Eagles
eightten-yarding
Mountaineers to an unnatural threatened twice more in the half,
but Fred Steinfort missed field
death.
In the first period alone, Espo goals from 34-and 37-yards.
carried the ball 1 1 times (out of
an eventual total, of 37) for 58
While all this was going on,
yards as the Eagles mustered three while the offensive line - Al
serious drives. In the meantime, Krevis, Tom Condon ("The best
the entire West Virginia offense offensive guard I have ever faces,"
said one WVa linebacker), Don
ran 11 plays in the first period.
One drive ended at the WVA 44 Macek, Greg Brand, Gordon
and from there Esposito showed Biowne - was blowin
the
22,500 people exactly what a Mountaineers out at will, the
coffin corner kick is by nailing defense was not allowing the Ben
one out at the WVa 2-yard line. Williams-misled
offense past
The next one began at the BC 19 midfield. The secondary,
in
and ended six plays later at the particular, showed itself to be a
WVa two when Esposito fumbled very successful anti-Buggsing
after a 10-yard gain. Three plays device. Danny Buggs, WVa's
later, Mountaineer punter Chuck all-universe receiver, looked like
Brooks, looking like a victim of the victim of a can of Raid.
terminal Stone Fingers, dropped
Buggs did score twice in the
the snap from center and was second half, one on a brilliant
tackled by Paul Martin for a 65-yard pass-and-run play, but the
safety. 2-0.
Mountaineers never got closer
After taking the free kick, the than 22-13, and at that point,
Eagles quickly made it 9-0. The Marangi took his team 63 yards to
drive, which involved only one the WVa five, and Steinfort
Gary Marangi-to-Mel Briggs pass, kicked a 22-yard field goal on the
began at the BC 41 and took eight second play of the fourth quarter.
plays, the last of which was The hay, as Mr. Bowden said two
Esposito going up the gut for years ago in a different situation,
eleven yards.
was in the barn.
Yukica's offense and we had
In fact, in gamblers' parlance,
suspected all along that he had being "in the barn" means playing
one
scored again the next time yourself down, lying low, waiting
it had the ball. This one was a for the right moment to show
12-play,
57-yard
that exactly what you can do.
story
included: a sideline pass from
Do you think the Eagles are
(now
nine finally out of the barn?
Marangj-to-Briggs
?

?

D
On reams
Somewhere around the thirtieth time the French translation of "Our
Lady" was mentioned last Wednesday night in O'Connell, I began to
lose track of a lot of things. Figures and data were being tossed around
like an invitation to join the Justice Department. The dream was still
there but the focus ofevery argument was shattered, pieces were strewn
among the fifty or so in the audience.
No matter what the relative belief is behind each argument, one
favoring withdrawal from "big-time" football, the other desiring an
even deeper commitment, the sole product of this "debate" (it hardly
deserved the title) was the dream. Corral the Longhorns in September!
Excommunicate the "Fightin' Irish" in 1975! Push Stanford into the
Pacific in 1976! Orange Bowls, Sugar Bowls, Cotton Bowls, Lambert
ahhh sweet ecstacy.
Trophy
Wake up, Boston College! Jail in case you forgot, football is a game,
plain and simple. And until the day George Allen is elected to occupy
the White House, it will remain as such.
But "big-time" college football is something different. You can read
the name of your school in Sports Illustrated. Familiar names will be on
All-American listings, full houses in Alumni Stadium every football
Saturday, bigger crowds than ever in Mary-Ann's. Golden Domes,
and on and on and on
bumper stickers, pro scouts
Not bad for a student body of 7,000 undergrads. Not bad at all.
Ooooppps, I'm sorry, I was dreaming.
For a minute there I forgot that Boston is a city in Massachusetts,
which is along the Atlantic Ocean, which is a sure recipe for
categorization as a non-entity in the football polls. And I almost also
forgot that Boston is a city with at least five other collegescompeting
for the interest of the population.
It will take more than a good team to consolidate this fan devotion
to BC. It must be a super team. It must accomplish all those
forementioned nasties to the established super powers or resign itself to
the stature of "almost big-time." (Yes Michael, it can be done.) The
type of path BC has chosen is iced with danger, and one slip could be
fatal.
That's where the true acid test lays for you, BC. Just in case you
forgot, the acquisition of a "big-time" schedule is not a guarantee to a
Continued on Page S2
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Courtside

Club Offers Benefits

BY MIKE MEEHAN
In the past few years there have
been a few truisms about Boston
College sports: 1) a sellout crowd
for the first football night game;
2) a win over Holy Cross; and 3) a
rare standing room only crowd at

Roberts Center.
If your reason for abstinence
on the third count has been that
the team was not of the same
caliber that it was in the "Cousy
years" then you may be excused
for the time being. But this year,
as they say, your time of
reckoning has arrived. And what
better way to show your
new-found enthusiasm than to
join the Courtside Club.
What is this group that commits
the cardinal sin of cheering for
their Eagles at the basketball
games? Well, some of you seniors

and juniors may remember that
back about three years ago the
club boasted a membership of
some three thousand students.
But a few losses make traitors of
us all and last year there were not
enough to play a pickup game of
five on five. The most vocal of
basketball faithfuls, Terry Rae
Radzivila, has been working on
some ideas to bring basketball
back to its former status, and her
proposals seem incredibly easy to
a staunch b-ball rooter like
myself. The initiation rites are
simple; you do not have to eat live
goldfish, you do not have to
memorize the names of the club
members. All you have to do is
buy
a season ticket and
automatically one dollar of your
fee goes to the club and you
become
a member, with a

membership card and privileges.
These privileges include the
advantage of a $5.50 saving that
any student enjoys by buying
season tickets instead of buying
on a game-by-game basis. In

addition there will be a"Beer
Bash" on November 29 that will
feature a varsity scrimmage, and
an opportunity for the students to
meet and talk to the members of
the team at its conclusion. Free
beer will be served and admission
will be free for'all club members.
Pending fan cooperation, the club
will also sponsor buses to the
Providence and Brown games. For
all you skeptics, we should repeat
that this is not the same deal as in
years past where there was an
additional $1.00 charge for
membership. Buy your season
ticket and you are in!
Roberts Center in the last few
years has offered little in the way
of homecourt advantage to the
Eagles, which is solely the fault of
a disinterested student body. This
year we can be very good. In
Carrington,
Nolan,
Messrs.
Morrisson, and Weldon we have
the nucleus of the most explosive
team in years, but they need our
support. The Courtside Club was
once a tradition at BC and
members joined for different

aforementioned
Radzivila joined
because she loved basketball, and
she had a crush on Jim O'Brien, a
former Eagle great. Now I do not
harbor
any
physical
such
attraction for any of the present
Eagles, but I do like good
basketball, and anyone who has
watched this year's team practice
already knows that the time has
come when "they won't have the
The Courtside Club hopes to have more people watching Mark Raterink BC Eagles to kick around any
(1) and Jere Nolan (r) at Roberts Center when the Eagles' Basketball more." Get out and support the
maroon and gold!
season opens on December 4 against Canisius. (Rich Silver Photos)
reasons.
Terry

The

Rae
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Dreams Are Great,But...
Continued from Page SI
"big-time" record. For every team in the top twenty, there are twenty
more major universities with major football programs who, for one
reason or another, made the elite circle on top what it is. On top.
Just because the football team lost a few more games than it won, a
la last year, should not be the source of the cry to deemphasize.There's
never very many callers for deemphasis during an undefeated season.
Those on the stand for deemphasis last Wednesday were probably as
frustrated as anything else, that is presuming they believed what they
were saying. Upon reflection, that is a pretty tough thing to swallow,
especially when one considers the arguments employed during this

"debate."

This debate was the nice thing to do, I guess. It was held at a time
when there is a general feeling of discontentment towards the current
football team. And the Fulton Debating Society was courteous enough
to offer a question period at the end. Very cordial.
As for the members of the teams themselves,they were nice enough
to show up. For, with the exception of Tom Flynn, the "debators"
performed with all the bravado of typical bar-stool second guessers.
Their research consisted of looking into a crystal ball. Gypsy tactics are
great but should be saved just for those bar room encounters, not for
public forums. Flynn did his homework, and while his figures tended to
be confusing, no one dared to question them. No speculation was
necessary, they were true.
By the volume of applause at the end of the session, those in favor of
continuing the "big-time" policy were nearly unanimous victors. The
win is hollow in many ways.
The line between the "big-timers" and the "deemphasizers" is
artificial to say the least. One group was not represented at this
confrontation, for obvious reasons. They don't give a damn. This group
doesn't attend the clashes at Alumni Stadium or Schaefer Stadium,
whether BC is playing Notre Dame or Podunk U. To ignore them is a
mistake, for, in case you haven't noticed, EVERYBODY cares at those
places where football is really "big-time." To borrow a parody from the
members of the "debate," I wouldlike someone to show me how many
people are giving away tickets to Notre Dame games, outside of the
businessmen and the emergency cases.
I am still unconvinced in either way. Financial reasons by themselves
do little to sway my opinion. Using Notre Dame as criterion moves it
even less. My leanings are towards the "big-time" but not enough
evidence is in yet. Pass it on, he's on the brink, someone give him a
push. Dreams are great, BC, but they must be put into practice, or they
remain illusions.

Guest Commentary: Sean Rush

An Enlightening Discussion with Humble Howard
Who said Heights editors don't
make good? Witness Scan Rush
(A&S, '73) who since his tenure as
sports editor
of The Heights back
in the pre-supplement era (last
year) has entered Boston U's

School of Public Communication's Masters program, as well
as taking on a job with Channel 7
as an assistant producer to the
Paul Benzaquin show. We
welcome back The Heights' old left
fielder and are pleased to see that
he hasn't lost any of his old

stuff...

Dc Luca
There are asses; there are
egotistical asses; there are
pompous egotistical asses; and
then there is Howard Cosell.

Howard

Cosell,

outspoken

sportscaster for ABC, has written
his first book. What subject has he
chosen? Nothing other than
himself. What else would be worth
writing about? Humanity should
be humbly grateful, thank you

Howard.
However I must point out, this
is not a critique of that bombastic
work. Nor will I pass judgement
on that tedious book. Rather
what follows is the text of a
conversation that reveals far more
about Cosell than the vastly
oversimplified image that is
projected over the mass media
every Monday night. The account
is highly subjective, it can be
nothing but. It was not an

"interview," but a conversation
incurred during the everyday
dealings of the Paul Benzaquin
Show.
Late this summer, Peter

Minasian, producer of
WNAC-TV's Paul Benzaquin
Show, discovered that Cosell's
autobiography was to be released
this fall, and that Cosell would be
in Boston during early November
to promote the book. Minasian
contacted Cosell's publisher to
arrange for his appearing on the
show, which was granted.
Then the ABC affiliate in
Boston, WCVB-TV Channel 5,
complained that Cosell would be
appearing on a CBS affiliate

(WNAC-TV). They claimed that

because Cosell worked for ABC,
they should have top priority in
booking him. So they contacted
ABC in New York and allegedly
put pressure on Cosell to appear

on their show, "Good Morning,"
which occupies the same time slot
as NAC's Paul Benzaquin Show.

When the program director at
CVB learned of what his
subordinates had done, he
thought the action to be highly
unethical and gave WNAC the
right to confirm their booking of
Cosell. But when WNAC did,

in TV Guide and the various
Boston media. However this was
all negated because Cosell refused
to fly into Boston an hour early,
he was going to be tired that
week.
The duty was then mine, as an
assistant producer on the show, to
call Cosell in New York and
explain to him what his being
tired next week was doing to a
month of work and preparation.
To which he responded,
"Do you think I care about
some local TV show when my
body is tired and aching? I'm not
even going to be in Boston until
10:00 am, how do you expect me
to be in Boston for your early
morning show (9:00 am)? Just
what do you expect me to do?"
I explained to him that the
station was perfectly willing to
cover his expenses, should he
want to stay in Boston overnight
or choose a particular flight.
"If it was money I was
concerned about, I wouldn't even
consider your show. I can get
$10,000 any time I want by just
making a personal appearance.
Why should I want to stay in
some Boston hotel just to be on
your show? I'm not going to let
some Boston TV show run my

Cosell cancelled, citing life."
"tiredness" as his reason. In the
Throughout the conversation,
meantime, Channel 7 had gone Cosell's voice had risen from the
ahead with a full promotion effort syncopated New York accent that

is his, to a dull roar.
LaGuardia Airport on Friday
"We thought you were in morning to fly me personally to
Boston to promote your book, Boston (laugh). Then I'll be on
which is why we booked you your show." So it goes.
It is most distressing to
through your publisher," I said.
"Promote my book! My book discover that creatures such as
is number six on the New York Howard Cosell exist. Whether or
Times best seller list. I assure you not Cosell was feeling pressure
I don't need your little show to from ABC is not important. What
this
promote my book. Mind you I gleans through in
don't say that arrogantly. Did you conversation is Cosell's inability
know that my book is number to place himself within the
one in Boston . Did you know confines that everyone else must
on this planet. It revealed a man
that!
"As for promoting the show in of extreme pomposity; a man of
Boston, do you think I'm self-inflated egotism; and most of
concerned about cancelling out of all, it may have revealed what an
some local show when I've absolute ass Howard Cosell really
cancelled out of the Dean Martin is.
and Flip Wilson Shows!
You
His failure is at a basic human
expect me to be concerned about level. While asking me to
your show? This happens all the understand his situation, he failed
time. I've never heard of Paul to recognize WNAC's plight
Benzaquin. This may be the most caused by his backing out of a
incredible conversation of my scheduled appointment. When
broadcasting career. I have my people and things are not
wife and daughter to think of."
convenient for him, he ignores
It was obvious that Cosell had and degrades them. In a time
no intention of changing his mind, when people need ethical and
so 1 said: "Well, I guess you've compassionate figureheads, it's a
stated your case and I can see and damn shame Howard Cosell is
empathize with some of your around.
points."
As Buddy Hackett has
"Is that all you can say," he remarked, "Some people hate
replied. "Can't you say you Howard Cosell regular, others hate
understand my situation? This is him like poison."
unbelievable! You've handled this
When I think of Howard
most tactlessly .... All right. I'll Cosell, I remember how much I
be on your show. Get a Lear jet al hate hemlock.

..
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Mountaineers
BY KEN RIVETZ
TULANE 7 AT KENTUCKY 34
Tulane's hopes for an
undefeated season were shattered
after six consecutive victories as
Kentucky trounced the Green
Wave 34-7.
Sophomore running back
Sonny Collins rushed for 176
yards to become the first
Kentucky player ever to rush for
1000 yards in a season.
He also scored three
touchdowns to lead the Wildcats
to victory.
Kentucky's defense was so
dominating that it held Tulane to
49 total rushing yards during the
afternoon and intercepted three
passes and recovered three

Unswirl Miami;

Texas A&M had their record
evened at four wins and four
losses as they were defeated by

Arkansas, 14-10.
A very underrated team at the
beginning of the year, the
Razorbacks were led by tailback
Dickey Morton and sophomore
quarterback Mike Kirkland in
recording their fifth win of the
year.

Scoring for Texas A&M was
running back Skip Walker on a
twenty yard run and Randy
Haddox who kicked a thirty-three
yard field goal.
NEXT WEEK: Texas A&M at

Rice

NAVY 7 AT NOTRE DAME 44
fumbles.
Unbeaten Notre Dame
Tulane's lone score came late continued to roll along as they
in the fourth quarter when defeated Navy 44-7 in South
Kentucky fumbled at its own 11 Bend.

yard line.
Leading the Fighting Irish to
Running back Steve Treuting their seventh victory and an
scored the touchdown on a one almost certain post season bowl
game was quarterback Tom
yard run.
NEXT WEEK: Vanderbilt at Clements. He scored one
Tulane
touchdown and set up three
others with his passing and
running. The Irish also rolled up
TEXAS A&M 10 AT
almost 500 yards rushing in the
ARKANSAS 14
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Tulane Finally Loses One

game.

Scoring the only Navy
touchdown was wide receiver
Larry Van Loan on a 25 yard pass
from quarterback Al Glenny.
Navy's record is now 3-5.
NEXT WEEK: Navy at Georgia

Tech.
SYRACUSE 14 AT PITT 28
Vastly improved Pitt won their
fifth game of the year against two
losses and their fourth in a row as
they defeated Syracuse, 28-14 in
Pittsburgh.

Freshman running back, Tony
Dorsett, went over 1000 yards for
the season as he ran for 211 yards
on 27 carries in sparking the
Panthers. With this performance
Dorsett broke the old Pitt rushing
record of 964 yards. Also playing
well was quarterback Bill Daniels
as he scored two touchdowns and
passed for a third.
Syracuse, in losing their eighth
straight game scored first and last
in the game. Running back Phil
Raleigh scored on a one yard run
and quarterback Rob Sutton
threw a twenty yard touchdown
pass to wide receiver Brian
Hambleton.
NEXT WEEK: BC at Syracuse,
Pitt at Army

a 32 yard pass from sub qb Ben the UMass Minutemen defeated
Williams to wide receiver Marshall Vermont 27-7.
Mills.
Leading the way for UMass
replacing
Williams,
star were quarterbacks Peil Pennington
quarterback Ade Dillon, directed and Fred Kelliher. Each threw for
the Mountaineers on a 95 yard two touchdowns. Two of the
drive in the last 1:50 for the passes went to tight end Gary
Mika with the other two going to
winning score.
Williams passed for two td's Ed Hajdusek and Bill Wolfe.
Setting up the touchdowns was
and ran for another in sparking
WVU. Star wide receiver Danny a superb performance from the
other UMass defense.
Buggs
caught
the
touchdown pass.
The defensive standout was
Quarterback Ed Carney scored linebacker Dennis Kiernan who
one touchdown and running back partially blocked two Vermont
Johnny Williams scored another punts, recovered a fumble and had
a hand in several sackings of the
to provide Miami's points.
West Virginia is now 4-4 and Vermont quarterback.
They also held Vermont to just
Miami drops to 4-3.
NEXT WEEK: Virginia at West over 100 yards in total offense.
With the win UMass raised its
Virginia, Miami at Alabama
record to five wins and four

DELAWARE 7 AT
VILLANOVA 24

losses.

Villanova, in breaking a four
game
handed
losing
skein
Delaware their third consecutive
24-7
in
loss,
Villanova,
Pennsylvania.

NEXT WEEK: UMass at UNH

Yes!
FIRST DOWNS-Total

B.C. W.Vo20
5

Rushing
8
5
Frank Polita returned two
2 1
Passing
Penalties
30
!l
punts for touchdowns in sparking
RUSHlNG?Attempts
70
30
Yards gained
the Wildcats to their second
;
Yards lost
Net yards gained
364 71
victory of the season.
PASSING?Yards gained
152
Mi
Passes attempted
19
22
Polita's two runs were for 57
Completed
13
7
intercepted
)
Had
and 52 yards.
1
Loss attempting to noss
The Villanova defense also
TOTAL OFPENSE-Yords
516
212
Plays passing & rushing
89
52
Average gain per play
5.8
41
played an exceptional game as
WEST VIRGINIA 20 AT
PUNTING?No. of pimis
2
5
Putting average
five
Blue
they
intercepted
Hen
31.0
336
MIAMI 14
Punts returned
?.
1
and
held
passes
explosive
an
Yards returned
65
65
In an upset the West Virginia
KICKOFFS?No. returned
5
4
Yards returned
60
40
Mountaineers upended the Miami Delaware offense to only seven
6
2
PENALTIES-Number
points.
penalized
Yards
50
30
Hurricanes 20-14 in Miami.
5
4
FUMBLES? Nurnoer
NEXT WEEK: Villanova at
2
2
In snapping their four game
Fumbles lost
THIRD DOWN?Efficiency
10-15 4-11
It is not a mistaken autopsy that leads me to conclude that the losing streak West Virginia scored Xavier
SCORE BY PERIODS
Boston Coiloqe
9 7 6 3?25
forces of muscle and the forces ofmind are separate and unequal at BC. the winning touchdown with 22 VERMONT 7 AT UMASS 27
West Virg.mb
0 0 13 o?l3
22,500.
Attendance:
game
Yogi
day
in
the
Berra
in
Amherst
remaining
on
On
Further, it strikes me as a lesson of our provincial history that, outside seconds
the mass lunacy generated at football games, there are few
opportunities where these two sects are officially encouraged to join
hands. It can be otherwise.
In past days, I have meandered on BC's J.V. Soccer team and have
swung a Dunlop tennis racket for Varsity tennis and the resulting
muscle strain has done little to dampen my enthusiasm for academics.
But dampen or deluge my enthusiasm and I still remember being
referred to as a jock.
I don't suppose that Sherlock Holmes would get out ofbed for such
an issue but my pedestrian concern has, I think, a workable solution. In
spirit and in product the most successful results would be obtained by
having varsity athletes coach BC intramural participants. Tennis Coach
Mike MacDonald could, rightfully, and would, acridly, quip, "That's
my idea." Nolo Contendere. Last year his tennis team gave lessons to
any undergraduate interested, and in return recevied an augmentation
of the team's budget which permitted spring travel. In retrospect, the
venture was sloppy, unprofessional and possibly a failure. But the idea
was excellent.
The solution is more feasible for secondary sports at BC simply
because in the case of major sports, the time factor (field exercise time)
makes philanthropy prohibitive. These secondary sports might include
swimming, tennis, diving, golf, table tennis and so forth. These varsity
Join the Courtside Club, save $5.50 and be entitled to join the Eagles
athletes would offer systematic and professional-type lessons in return
for an incrememt by the University in these teams' budgets. A new
at a Beer Bash at Roberts Center, Thursday, November 27.
service would be provided to our population, the instructing teams
.INDIVIDUAL SEATS: $1.50 PER GAME
could enjoy a more varied spring, winter or fall schedule and a sense of
brotherhood would result from such a program. On this last point, I do
not want to be held to the opinion that all top-flight athletes are
peacock-proud. Surely stripping the aura from a table tennis player is
about as difficult as locating Betty-Coed in the Rathskellar; but such
facility of pursuit is a good lesson of humility for the self-worshipping
athlete.
In the same breath, I would like to encourage more people into the
INDIVIDUAL SEATS: $1.50 PER GAME
intramural sports program. Sports Complex Director/Coach Gene
Uchacz has quite successfully pushed such a program. His statistics
show 24 football teams, ten exercise clubs, 20 ice hockey teams, eight
water polo teams, and so on.
at
If 18th Century French royalty romped with the racket on the
tennis court, and if Cecil Rhodes wantedscholars with croquet mallets,
why can't we all get a little exercise? "A healthy mind in a healthy
body"'-so instructs an Oxfordian motto. BC sage adage-ever to
excel?pre-empts such a motto.
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Attention Students!
Last Chance to See The Eagles
Nov. 24: UMass (at Alumni Stadium) $2
Dec. 2: Holy Cross (at Worcester) S3

w/ ID

Basketball and Hockey Season Tickets
Basketball: On Sale Tues. Nov. 13
11 Home Games for $11

Hockey: On Sale Tues. Nov. 6
12 Home Games for SI2

All Tickets Sold

?

?

Roberts Center

?

HEIGHTS SPORTS

Schwartzwalder

Orange Tale-Embarrassing Exit For SU's
BY DAN SULLIVAN
"The Last Hurrah" they call it,
the final season after 25 years for
Ben
coach,
Syracuse
Schwartzwalder, but the way it
looks now, he will go out with a
refrain for auld lang syne and a
quick dismissal of this year. The
record stands at 0-8 (excluding
last Saturday's game at Holy
Cross) and for a man who once
coached National Champions, the
pride of past accomplishments
will not easily compensate for the
past few years of mediocre
football. Names like Czonka,

Weaknesses
have infiltrated well enough with a .433 passing
every joint in the body of the percentage. Brian Hambleton, no.
beleagured Syracuse team. Their 11 is one of his favored receivers
primary rusher, Bob Barlette, has with 4 of the 5 passing
averaged only 3.5 yards per carry. touchdowns to his credit.
Last year the defense was the
However, quarterback Bob Mitch
has carried more times than most highly scored upon in
Barlette and has a greater total Syracuse history. Unfortunately
yardage. It would seem that the for Syracuse 10 of their 11
quarterback is forced to run on starters have returned from last
many occasions. When he does year's team and the picture has
have the chance to pass, he does become worse. They were shutout

Mike

accustomed over the last quarter
century.

Such is not to be the

case.

by Maryland, let Perm State take
49 and have never walked to the
showers with less than 14 points
to their discredit.
Sometimes a team will point to
their special teams with a proud
finger and claim that they have
the highest field goal percentage
in their league even though their
primary teams may as well run
backwards. With only 5 field goals

Syracuse's kicker may as well kick
backwards.
One can easily remember the
enthusiasm that dominated sports
and campus activities when Coach
"Snooks" Kelley won his 500th
game

against BU in his

final

season. It appears that Ben
Schwartzwalder will have to be
content with the accolades of the
past, but he certainly deserves
in 21 attempts for last year. more than a shutout season.

Lupica

The Devil In Mike Esposito

Little, Davis, Brown and Nance

have brought talent to past teams
and left with the mark of a great
coach. This year there will be no
Lambert trophy in the Syracuse
showcase. Still, there is an
in
every
hope
infectious
organization which is involved in
the end of an era.
At the beginning of the season,
it was hoped that the team could
at least attain a winning record.
That way, Schwartzwalder could
leave his post reflecting on the
position to which he has become
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MORGANTOWN, West Virginia - The Devil in Mr. Esposito is in his Esposito's is a special magic.
What was the difference between last Saturday and all those other
legs, strong and quick legs, legs that run somewhere between one and
Saturdays that run together? It was not only that Esposito inspired his
two football fields every Saturday afternoon.
team, but rather that his team inspired him in return. His brilliance was
Last Saturday was a two football field afternoon.
Thirty-seven more timesMichael Esposito carried the football against still manifest, but this time it was in the framework of the total team,
West Virginia, for 201 yards, and each time the football would be and that is the reason that Bobby Bowden needn't have shown up.
placed in his hands, he would make a little more madness, step a little When, on offense and defense, the Boston College football team is
closer to the ghosts that linger in our midst at Alumni Stadium in playing like 22 Michael Espositos, it is very difficult to defeat.
autumn. Because for two season now he had been our cool breeze, our
And so it was on Saturday. The offensive line shut up its critics
reason for continuing the pilgrimage to Alumni Stadium in autumn.
(read: Mike Lupica) in the only way it could or should have: by coming
On a day in Morgantown that provided a kind of weather variety
at the Mountaineer defense all afternoon like a combination of the
show, Esposito was, as always, a constant. There is sometimes a Four Horsemen, the Seven Block of Granite and the bulls of Pamplona.
sangfroid to his genius, an unintentional low-profile, and never was this
"I think as a team we always had confidence in each other," said'
more apparent than against the Mountaineers. Never once did he run
more than fourteen yards with the football under his arm. Esposito Capt. Tom Condon, who played as well as he has ever played Saturday,
carries for six yards, the written summary reads. Esposito straight ahead and that is no manner of small statement. "We haven't given up on each
other, and I guarantee that in the next three weeks we won't give up
for four. Esposito carries off left side. Gain of eight.
As his yardage fattened Saturday, the West Virginia reporters grew either.
"I think we showed a lot of pride today, but I think we've shown it
more wondrous in their praise. Who is Tony Dorsett, their comments
in
the other games, too."
said. Who is John Cappeletti. And then the public address announcer
"We still intend to go out winners," Ned Guillet said on the plane
would inform them all that Esposito had gained eight more.
He is 256 yards away from Fred Willis' career rushing record, and his Friday. "There are a lot of guys on this team that will never play
smashing of that is only a matter of time now. It is only fitting. It is his football again after this year." Ned Guillet isn't one of them, folks.
"The season is not a disaster by any means," Guillet continued.
by right, by definition.
Every week in what is left of our Sunday papers, we read of "And it's not over yet."
Roosevelt Leaks and Dorsett and Cappeletti and Anthony Davis, and
Apparently it isn't. I had thought it was. But Saturday the Boston
still I say, Who would do what Esposito does here? Leaks is more a College football team showed me a lot about pride. And Mike Esposito
fullback, so he can be in the backfield with Esposito on your all-all showed me all I ever wanted to know about him but was afraid to ask.
team. But take any of those other three people, or any other running And the whole show gave me a reason to go ahead to Syracuse in a few
back of your choosing, put a uniform with No. 26 on his back, put him days.
behind Keith Barnette or Frank Smith in the Boston College backfield,
Which is why, among other reasons, I will always remember

As far as BC is concerned, it all
began back in 1969 when they
beat the Orangemen 35-10. In
1971, the fact was reaffirmed by a
10-3 Eagle victory and all
discussions ended last year with a
BC shutout, 37-0. Last year was
also the first losing season for
Syracuse in 22 years.
Schwartzwalder decided last
spring that the team had to return
to basics. "We are going back to
basics," he said, "junking a lot of
stuff we
never use, and
concentrate on what we do well."
The Syracuse team doesn't do
much well. The simplification
process involved reducing the
offense to two basic formations,
the slot T and the double wing.
Obviously, things aren't simple
enough. In eight games they have
scored only 12 touchdowns.
and I say that he does not gain the yardage that Mike Esposito does. Morgantown.

Eagle's Ear: Mark These Dates On Your Calendar!
Winter is here. You can feel it.
Ask
anyone
who was in
Morgantown this weekend! At
Boston College, winter is the
sports season when four nights a
week you can see or hear varsity
sporting
events. Things
get
underway December 2 for Len
Ceglarksi's hockey squad against
St. Anselm's at McHugh Forum,
and December 4 for Bob
Zuffelato's
basketball
team
against Canisius
in Roberts
Center.

frosh

Paul Berwanger, Mike
Shirey, and Jeff 'Chic' Jurgens.
There will be no admission charge
and all students and fans are urged
to attend.
Anyone
interested
in
participating in the Wrestling
Program should report to the
Recreation Complex at 4:30 P.M.
Monday through Friday to see
Coach Goldberg. There are still
positions open on the team for all
For
weight
classes.
more
information, call the Athletic
the Department at extensions 380 and

With
that in mind,
following announcements:
There will be the annual "Meet
the Eagles Night" at Roberts
Center this Wednesday, November
14, at 7:00 P.M. The new edition
of the Maroon and Gold hoopsters
will conduct a scrimmage. This
will be the firsi opportunity to see
Mcl Weldon, the junior transfer
from New Jersey; Syd Sheppard,
back fromhisochillestendon injury
of last year; Bill Collins, Bob
Carrington and Wil Morrison, the
'Super Sophs.; returning veterans
Mark Raterink and Captain Dan
Kilcullen, as well as Mitch
Buonaguro, Frank Tracey, and

afternoon before, as well as for Heights Sports' winter preview
getting a last look in the edition coming soon
16 pages
pre-season before the Eagles of Eagle information. Also, the
engage in basketball battle (see Boston College Sports Network
Mike Meehan's story on page S-2). will begin its third year, with
Winter sports coverage at BC WBOS-FM (92.9) carrying the
will be greater than ever. Watch games.
The
network
will
?

.

broadcast

40 basketball and
hockey contests from December
through March, plus playoffs and
exclusive coverage of the Beanpot
Hockey
Tournament
on
WCOP-AM (1150) ..
Dc Luca
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Designed to attract all the
university's student population
there will be a "Hockey Beer
Bash" on Wednesday, November
27 at 4:30 P.M. Meet Captain Ray
D'Arcy and the rest of Len
Ceglarski's second team on the
Heights. Your ticket of admission
is your student season ticket,
which you can obtain at the
Roberts Center box office for

iJim

$12.
The next evening, November
28, there will be a "Basketball
Beer Bash" at 7:00 P.M. Fans can
continue their drinking from the

HBy Anne Schmitt
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